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Introduction
Kaj Noschis

Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne
Switzerland

This volume contains the proceedings of the 13th Architecture & Behaviour Colloquium that
took place in April 2008. It brought together researchers, designers, consultants and decision
makers on educational facilities. Representatives from countries in Africa, the Middle-East, Europe
and the United States took part in the Colloquium, once more an opportunity for dialogue and
exchange between researchers and specialists involved with field projects in developing countries.
Participants had been invited to make a presentation on one of the three following topics:
A. Research on the interrelation between the quality of educational facilities and students’
learning performance.
B. Educational architecture that enhances learning and social processes: examples of successful
design projects.
C. Educational Architecture in Developing Countries: “Standard Designs” vs. site-specific,
individual designs.
The event was a follow-up to the previous 12th Architecture & Behaviour Colloquium “Architectural Quality in School Buildings: School Building Design and its Relevance to Students’ Learning Performance - with a Specific Focus on the Planning and Design of Schools in Developing
Countries” held in 2006, also in Monte Verità.The proceedings of the 2006 Colloquium have
been published and have been well received. (They are available from www.colloquia.ch as a
book and can also be downloaded free of charge from the same address).
The 2008 Colloquium was a new opportunity to present and further discuss research in the field
of educational architecture, and recently completed practical examples of a new generation of
schools in developing countries.
Architects, education administrators and funding agencies / economists need to debate about
the relationship between buildings, their architecture and learning achievement so that they can
make informed decisions and correct choices when allocating funds. We need not only general
standards and minimum technical requirements for school designs but also an understanding of
the complexities of the interaction between the built environment and the human psyche and –
possibly – its impact on learning.
It is certainly also important to involve all actors that are concerned: (1) funding agencies, (2)
administrators from countries involved in such school construction programmes, (3) academic
researchers with results on pupils’ performances’ evaluation in different physical school environments and (4) architects showing through their experiences in the field how “quality” has become
part of their projects.
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These actors were present at the 2006 Colloquium and it was again the case in 2008. The Colloquium had a programme where these four perspectives had the opportunity to be confronted.
The Colloquium itself saw short formal presentations from most participants and these were
followed by intensive debates.
The content of the Colloquium expanded on several themes from the 2006 Colloquium. Survey
results, pedagogical experiences as well as concrete obstacles and challenges met in the field by the
concerned actors were presented. In addition, the scientific research results presented brought
evidence that the built environment is an important factor in enhancing learning. Yet, once more,
considerations on the social realities of the different countries’ contexts would raise questions
about the possibilities of giving priority to such matters in school construction. The pressure for
offering just a basic school education to the largest possible number of children remains very strong.
Funding agencies expressed their dilemmas by referring to their own contrasting experiences.
After the 2008 Colloquium it was decided to publish a volume of Proceedings that would reflect
the structure and content of the presentations and discussions.
All participants were invited to submit a paper on their presentation. For various reasons we have
not received as many papers as we were hoping for with the result that this publication, although
representative of the discussions and presentations in Monte Verità, does not show all the variety
of views and in particular the attempts made at site-specific design of schools in many countries.
We do however offer a short summary of all the presentations so that for the interested reader
there is the possibility to contact authors directly.
In these Proceedings papers have been grouped under three headings that are close to the different
sessions of the Colloquium. Kaj Noschis and Eberhard Knapp were the two convenors of the
Colloquium and have respectively written the introduction and conclusion of the Proceedings.
While Noschis attempts to summarise the content of the Colloquium in what follows immediately,
Knapp’s overview also looks into the future of the field.
The first part is devoted to Educational architecture in a variety of countries.

Four of the presentations are published here, while we provide a summary of the others.
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Pia Björklid, from Stockholm University, presents a review of research done in Scandinavia on the
relationship between learning and the physical environment but many of her references also extend
to broader research and contexts. She discusses the interaction between children’s learning and the
physical environment of schools and their adjacent outdoor environments. Björklid stresses that
learning in schools comprises both formal and informal learning – including play. She argues that
both play spaces and learning spaces should have workshop-like qualities, preferably with clearly
demarcated areas for different activities. Children need environments that inspire them to different
types of practical activity. Pupils today increasingly do project work, either independently or in
groups, in which their assignment is to carry out a particular task. A large open-plan classroom
is not the best solution for such working methods. Learning environments should provide rooms
for meeting and mixing with friends but also for seclusion. The Swedish curriculum encourages
the active use of studies carried out in the local community as part of the curriculum. One way
of assuring children and young people’s right to safe and developmental environments is to give
them influence over the planning of their physical landscape. The local environment around the
school is an opportunity in this respect.
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Ulrike Altenmüller, architect in Mannheim in Germany, presents considerations from her dissertation, “Functional, Spatial and Design Concepts for Schools in Finland”. A characteristic of the
Finnish school system in the last decades has been its decentralisation so that now most decisions
are made locally. The main objectives of the latest education plan in Finland are defined as raising
the general level of education and and as providing equal opportunities for all children. The aim
is to allow teachers to react efficiently to specific requirements, needs and abilities of each individual pupil. Within this framework, each individual school institution drafts a local curriculum
according to its profile. This recent development has had a major impact on the organisation
and implementation of the school system and has also directly affected the architecture of schools
built in Finland. Today local authorities, principals, teachers and architects conceptualise school
buildings in close co-operation and dialogue. Instead of applying a pre-described room layout,
the community and the users develop specific learning environments that strive to best support
the pedagogic idea of each individual school. Through this collaboration between all stakeholders
and flexibility of the planning process, spatial arrangements evolve that provide sheltered learning
spaces while supporting a large variety of different teaching methods. Though the design process
might take longer to build than a standard school design, and initially be more expensive, educational and community needs are met effectively. Designing and building a new schoolhouse with
neighbourhood cooperation increase community pride and support for educational endeavors and
help also to protect the facilities from vandalism.
Teresa Heitor, from Lisbon Technical University, discusses “Secondary school modernization
in Portugal”. The paper is organised in three parts. The first provides a general diagnosis of the
Portuguese school building stock. The second focuses on the school building modernization
programme, encompassing planning strategies, programmatic concepts and design principles applied in the refurbishment of existing buildings. The third part describes the school modernization
programme’s operational process. The modernization programme aims to raise the standards of
educational facilities, trying to make optimal use of funds while minimising schools disruptions.
There are three main goals. First, to upgrade existing buildings. Second, to open the school to
the surrounding community. This includes the use of some school areas after hours for continuing
education, social and cultural events, sports and recreation activities. Third, to ensure the maintenance and management of the buildings after modernisation. The management model implies
a joint contract for construction, conservation and maintenance operations for a longer period.
Rolla Jaradat, from the Architectural design division, Ministry of Education, Ammann, Jordania,
presents an evolution from standard to site specific school designs in Jordania. Historically in the
fifties and sixties the approach was to build mainly small scale schools, then in the seventies large
scale schools, using a total of seven prototypes . In 2003 a new generation of individual design
school buildings appeared. Under this scheme school buildings are positioned in order to derive
the maximum benefits from natural environmental factors (sun, wind, noise reduction, landscaping) and to use appropriate landscaping elements to define the boundaries of the school and the
access to the school grounds. Other characteristics such as the educational spaces in clusters are still
largely inspired by the prototypes. But today’s trend is to work on designs specific to each school.
From the point of view of the Ministry of Education, the most important aspect is to elaborate
the building with the designer and the user and the community. In this way, the building will
have a long life, be proper, be colorful, have low maintenance costs and that will be in harmony
with the surrounding environment.
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The following two presentations were by administrators involved in School planning in countries
(Kenya and Egypt) where the demand for new schools is extreme and the need to find rapid and
economically viable solutions is great. Both presenters argued for clear rules implying standardised
solutions. However, the discussions that followed both presentations voiced many reasons for
trying to adapt such standards to specific local conditions.
Margaret Thiongo, from the City Council of Nairobi, presented data on the interrelationship
between education facilities and learning of children in Kenya. Given that there seems to be a
strong correlation between the quality of learning environment and the quality of learning, Kenya
has put in place legislation to regulate the type of facilities that a school should have before it can
be allowed to operate. This is prescribed in the Education statutes and among these standards on
schools are: that the size of land be a minimum of 5 acres/ 2.5 hectares; that the size of classrooms
be at least 6M x 8M; in addition the size and number of the sanitation unit blocks and their
location is defined; that there is ventilation with a defined minimum number of windows and size
of windows and doors; the quality of materials being used to construct is also defined as well as
type plans which must be adopted.Kenya’s biggest challenge however is to deal with the emerging
informal settlements and the demand for education services in those areas. The government has
taken up the challenge and is developing a policy guideline to regulate their implementation.
Hatem Zaghoul Shalaby, from the General Authority for Educational Building in Cairo, presented
policy views of this governemental instance. In Egypt there are Typical Design Models, which
are designed according to specific criteria for each educational stage. The presentation illustrated such typical models, as well as other more site-specific individual designs. When looked at
diachronically, the models during the first period were “Package units systems”, moved then to
“U & Square Shape Models” and from there to “ Double loaded corridor Models”, in which the
purpose is to attain “the best lay-outs with the lowest cost”. Shalaby presented a large number
of examples and exemplary schools built in Egypt, including some cases where design had been
adapted to fit local specificities.
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Jeremy Gibberd, architect from Pretoria, tackled the general theme of the Colloquium with the title
Standard versus site specific school designs, with examples from Africa. Gibberd reminded everyone
that many African countries face large backlogs in school infrastructure. School buildings may be
non-existent or structurally unsound as a result of poor construction and maintenance. Where they
do exist, they may be poorly served in terms of standard requirements such as hygienic sanitation,
clean water and furniture. Given this situation, the tendency of governments has been to play a
‘numbers game’ in which backlogs are defined in terms of numbers of classrooms or toilets to be
built. These backlogs are then gradually addressed through mass construction of standard classrooms
and toilets. Although backlogs are being addressed and the situation at schools improves it may
also lead to problems. A common result from this approach is that a school may consist only of
classrooms and toilets, without any other facilities such as teacher support and administration
space, storage and more specialised teaching spaces, for instance laboratories or resource centres.
In the haste to erect classrooms and toilets, site layouts may also be ill-considered, resulting in
poorly orientated buildings and unusable external spaces. Despite these problems, the approach is
generally supported by a number of arguments. One such argument suggests that standard designs
are more cost-effective as professional fees and disbursements are reduced. It is also argued that
architects tend to design inappropriately, which results in buildings that are expensive, difficult
to maintain and can not be built easily by local contractors. On the other hand research from
users of schools, including teachers and learners, suggest there is strong appreciation of the more
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unique features and spaces that come from a site specific approach. These can encourage better
care and personalisation of the school environment as the school is locally ‘owned’ and is not
perceived as ‘government property’. Case studies suggest that considerable value can come from
this type of local community and user support and care, through reduced maintenance costs and
costs associated with theft and vandalism. Ongoing research in which Gibberd is involved focusses
on how the benefits of the two approaches can be achieved through integrated school design and
management programmes. This is explored in a number of projects including the Thuba Makote
programme, the Limpopo New School project, The Inclusive Schools project and Kenya Education Support Programme. The author discussed the learning from these projects and defined
elements of a design and management approach that aims to ensure that school buildings can be
both constructed cost effectively and maintained by local contractors while addressing education
quality, construction standards, community ownership and long term planning.
Steve Crane, architect from Salt Lake City in the United States, followed up on the discussion on
standard versus site-specific design with many examples of schools from the United States. Crane
showed a wide palette of built schools where many contemporary “hot issues” have found original
solutions. Such issues include, among others, environmentally conscious design, multi-purpose
use (the school also being used as a community building), extension of the school building’s
context, the connectivity of space inside a building, such that there is an amenity of being in one
space while being able to feel a part of other separate but related spaces at the same time. Other
issues are building communities within facilities,which create opportunities for connections within
student group and the building as a teaching tool, that “spreads the word” about the changes and
choices required to change the environmental picture.
The second part is devoted to Research on the quality of educational facilities and students’
learning performance.

Two of the presentations are published here, while we provide a summary of other four.
Edward Edgerton together with J. McKechnie and S. McEwen, from the University of the West
of Scotland, present a paper on an on-going research project :Building better schools: methodological
concerns and the need for evidence-based research. In Scotland, after many years of neglect, there is
now a sustained effort to improve school buildings. However, according to Edgerton, the difficulty
in building high-quality school environments has more to do with a lack of knowledge rather
than a lack of finance. Research supported decisions in planning schools are still badly needed.
According to Edgerton there are many reasons why there is little high quality research on school
environments, but, perhaps the main reason concerns the practical and methodological difficulties
that exist in this ‘real-life’ field of research. Issues such as access to schools and users, specifying
what variables to measure, selecting appropriate tools and obtaining large, representative samples,
result in many barriers that need to be overcome. With reference to two school environment studies
(one completed and one on-going), the paper focusses on tool development, operationalisation
of variables and the necessity for longitudinal research.
Ahmad Al Azzar, Linda Juha and Awni Joubran, from Bethlehem, as part on an ongoing research
in the Palestinian territories, compare drawings of children from two very different school environments. Generally the research project is investigating how children and teachers in 3 recently
built new schools in different regions of West Bank evaluate and use their school buildings. These
three schools were chosen for this study because special care has been given to their spatial layout. Similar data are collected from children going to school in 3 old school buildings with more
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traditional spatial lay-outs. At this stage of the study only some preliminary data are available,
in particular drawings by 10th grade girl students (about 15 years old) from one “new” and one
“old” school. Results show that drawings of the school-buildings by the children from the two
schools are similar in their approach. However, in their drawings, children from the “new” school
give much more place to the surroundings, playground, nature, trees, open space, sun and also
school-friends (= drawings of children in the courtyard) when compared to drawings from the
“old” school. The authors suggest that this has to do with the fact that there is generally speaking
more space and transparency in the “new” school. This could also be a hypothesis for explaining
the more positive evaluation that children of the “new” school give about their school It remains
to be seen how such considerations might correlate with scholarly performances and self-esteem
of children from the 2 schools.
The four remaining presentations of this session are briefly summarised in what follows.

Sebastian Macmillan, form the University of Cambridge, presented the results of a recent dissertation by Zulkiflee Abdul Samad (who was unable to attend the Colloquium in person). As indicated
by its title The influence of building design on scholarly performance – the perceptions of stakeholders in
20 newly built primary schools in the United Kingdom, the dissertation deals with how stakeholders,
that is mainly local authority education officers, headteachers, Chairs of governors and architects
have experienced the building of their new schools and their satisfaction with them. In particular
questions are about the project briefs and documents, the design process and outcomes. Comparing
results from the different schools reveals a separation between high and low perception cases. In
the first group of schools there was a high stakeholder involvement, a high perception of impact,
periodic checks on design, and extra funds raised so that the resulting designs were considered
succesful by stake holders. In the second group of schools there was low user involvement, low
awareness of impact, and a poor designation of outcomes and design appraisal. In these cases the
perceived delivery was disappointing. In summary explicit briefing, stakeholder involvement and
appraisal leads to schools that are well liked by occupants. On the other hand a lack of briefing,
limited stakeholder involvement, and cost-cutting through value engineering leads to delivery
of inadequate schools that disappoint their users. Macmillan concluded by remarking that there
is no correlation between users perceptions of outcomes and cost per m2 - good schools don’t
necessarily cost more.
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Hannah von Ahlefeld, from OECD in Paris, presented OECD research themes on the quality
of the physical learning environment. In a document from 2006 OECD experts state that all
individuals should have access to a quality educational facility. This should be a physical space that
supports multiple and diverse teaching and learning programmes and pedagogies, including current
technologies; one that demonstrates optimal, cost-effective building performance and operation
over time; one that respects and is in harmony with the environment; and one that encourages
social participation, providing a healthy, comfortable, safe, secure and stimulating setting for its
occupants. Seven proposed research themes have been defined on this basis:
1. Accessibility to the physical learning environment (community use of the physical learning
environment and provision for students with special needs).
2. Space in the physical learning environment.
3. Flexibility of the physical learning environment.
4. Physical comfort in the physical learning environment (air quality, thermal comfort, such
as temperature and humidity, acoustic control, lighting and furniture quality).
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5.
6.

Student engagement with the physical learning environment (involving students in decisions
concerning their physical learning environment, aesthetic quality and sustainable schools).
Condition of the physical learning environment (renovation, maintenance and age).

7.

Health and safety of the physical learning environment.

While not included in the next large PISA comparative study on schools across OECD countries,
future work in the area of evaluation of educational facilities will be overseen by the Group of
national experts on educational facilities evaluation. Von Ahlefeld mentioned specifically a Facility performance evaluation pilot project where the following 3 questions are to be answered by
participant schools:
Has the purpose for which the school was designed (i.e. as articulated in the design brief)
been successfully fulfilled – or transformed – according to its users?
What factors have assisted or hindered the fulfilment of the design brief in particular and the quality of the school’s physical learning environment in general
(e.g. commitment/leadership/autonomy of the school community/users; use of innovative
teaching and learning strategies; influence of local, regional and national level regulations
and policies, etc.)?
How could the design brief be reviewed to allow for more effective service delivery and
educational effectiveness in the future – and to better facilitate new models of learning and
innovation strategies?
Yolanda Steijns, from the Delft University of Technology, discussesd data and results from a recent
research programme on Healthy schools in the Netherlands. She refered in particular to data on
ventilation. Although there are regulations about the air quality in classrooms (max. 1200 ppm
CO2, while knowing that outside air is approximately 350 ppm CO2), currently only 20 %
of schools meet them (without ventilation, classrooms may be up to 5000 ppm CO2). Research
data from pupils working in two adjacent classrooms on the same side of a school building were
collected and compared. In one class there was a demand driven ventilation of 800 ppm, in the
other the environment was closed with an increasing CO2 concentration (1600-2100 ppm). The
aim was to study the effect of ventilation on cognitive performance. Pupils in both situations had
to take a number of tests on language (finding mistakes in sentences) and mathematics (number
combinations with additions and substractions), while they didn’t know which ventilation situation
they were in. Doors and windows were closed during the entire day for both classes and the temperature remained constant. Results showed that there is a difference in performance of students,
with students in the demand driven ventilated room doing better (5.34 language mistakes, 1.98
math mistakes) than those in the room without ventilation (5.64 language mistakes, 2.44 math
mistakes) . In conclusion Steijns reminds us that although expenses for personal costs in schools
are ten times higher than on the buildings, investing in the physical environment is worthwhile.
When the savings on energy and health of teachers are taken into consideration, investments in
renovation are made up in 6-years time.
Mohammed Matar and Khalil Davas, from the Assessment and evaluation centre of the Ministry
of education and higher education in Ramallah, Palestinian Territories, reported on a study that
was part of an international comparison of students scholarly performances in 47 countries:
Findings from TIMSS 2003 study : School factors associated with school effectiveness. The case of Palestine. The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) is considered to be
one of the largest international comparative assessments. It provides participating countries with
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an opportunity to measure progress in educational achievement in mathematics and science. In
2003, and for the first time in its history, Palestine participated in the study with a sample of 8th
graders (14 years old pupils), forming a representative sample of 150 schools from West Bank and
Gaza. In mathematics, Palestine was ranked 39 of 47 countries, with an average score of 390, 77
points below the international average. In science, Palestine was ranked 35 of 47 countries with
an average score of 435, 39 points below the international average.The top-two in TIMSS 2003
were Singapore and the Republic of Korea in mathematics, while Singapore and Chinese Taipei
were foremost in science. For the Palestinian educational curriculum many useful considerations
were drawn from the results.
The third part is devoted to Theory and practice: Examples of recent design projects.

Four of the presentations are published here, while we provide a summary of the remaining
two.
Daniel Schwitter, architect with SKAT- Resource Centre and Consultancies for Development,
from St Gallen, Switzerland presented an impressive project for Basic Education (Girls) Project
in Laos – More than 500 schools built in 52 districts of Laos. With this project 504 schools and
52 district education offices have been built in remote areas of Laos considered to be below the
poverty line. The overall objective is general primary education by 2015 for children in Laos providing access to at least five years of education for all children in the country. Education is
seen as a key step towards poverty reduction. The project is enabling access to modern primary
education for 75 000 children. The communities were required to make some contributions to
the construction of their schools. They were typically required to provide land for the site, fencing
to surround the site, and to ensure the maintenance of the building. Involving the community
in this way not only saves on costs, but also provides an important indicator of the commitment
of the community to run and maintain the school, and it strengthens the sense of ownership.
Schwitter also discusses the simple but efficient module that serves as architectural basis for the
school projects. The school’s simple, modular characteristics make it site-specifically adaptable in
terms of number of modules and construction materials.
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In a somewhat similar spirit but with the realization still ahead, Gerhard Graf, António Marrufo
with Jochen Brähmig, who was the participant at the Colloquium, (KfW-Development Bank in
Frankfurt) present Improvement of school design within cost efficiency in Mozambique. The Government of Mozambique approved a Strategic plan for education and culture (PEEC) in 2006. One
of the objectives of PEEC is to promote access to primary education through expansion of the
school network. Therefore, it is envisaged that approximately 6000 classrooms be built including
teacher houses and related infrastructure per year until 2015. The challenge is to find designs
for nationwide application in Mozambique that allow low cost solutions and at the same time
consider other methods to conventional construction. According to Brähmig the answer is to
adopt a flexible standard design concept with a basic durable and simple structure, which allows
design variations for different local requirements. A crucial element for the design, applicable
for all variations, is to clearly state the minimum standards for its function as a school building.
The basic design of a classroom building, can be adapted by adding proposed design variations,
for example glass windows, mosquito netting and electrical illumination for evening classes. The
buildings can be upgraded to a rural secondary school. The flexible design options cover the various
climatic conditions within Mozambique: from a windy and hot sea climate in the province of
Inhambane, to the fresh mountain climate in the province of Manica as well as being adaptable
to the special problems of a low water table in Beira. The design also includes the option of rain
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water collection for locations with difficult geological conditions for boreholes. The architectural
concept considers the use of locally available, low cost materials and offers solutions for sites with
difficult access and environmental conditions.
In the third published paper in this section Constantin Döring, from the Icon-Institute, Köln,
Germany, discusses Preliminary findings: Multi-Sector and Multi-Institutional Assessment study on
School Construction Cost in Yemen. This study attempts to identify solutions for school construction
which are the most suitable in terms of educational requirements and cost effectiveness, including
maintenance, on the basis of a cross-sector and multi-institutional assessment. It will serve as a
basis for issuing new national regulations with regard to the procedures and designs applied in
school construction in Yemen. The study shows that the technical sector has an overall potential
for cost reductions of up to 25% compared to current practises, combining a series of short-term
improvements with a set of long-term capacity building measures. Moreover, capacity building
within the implementing agencies and better coordination and cooperation between them through
improved standards and unified regulations can lead to further cost reductions of more than 10%
based on the current costs, given a generally positive attitude towards reform.
In the fourth paper in this section Karl Rechthaler presents drawings and pictures of new schools
just built in Palestine with funding from KfW Development Bank under a scheme called Employment Generating Programme VII. Eight innovative, cost-effective and site specific school projects
have been built in the West-Bank and Gaza and they are now in operation. The total programme
is of 9650 m2, with a total gross area of 15800 m2, including 96 new classrooms and 45 special
rooms, meaning a total of 141 new teacing rooms for 3810 students. The main characteristics of
the new schools include their integration into the urban context and topography, their integration
of existing buildings into the new developments, and their use of local construction materials with
less maintenance cost. In this way construction costs have been considerably reduced with respect
to the earlier EGP IV programme; for instance, the cost per classroom and also per student has
been reduced by 11% per m2.
In a second presentation about Mozambique, Carlos Chissano, Minister at the Ministry of Education and Culture, exposed the school situation in Mozambique under the Accelerated school
infrastructure construction programme. This programme has adopted four specific approaches:
- Self construction by communities organized in Community councils with technical and financial assistance; – Involvement of small companies that are able to incorporate local labour and
alternative materials and technologies in order to keep costs below the financial ceilings; – Program
contracts with NGOs with experience in building with community involvement with a fixed
price; – Additional methods to be developed as other social forces manifest their availability and
ability to participate. To date, the results of the programme in terms of construction of classrooms,
administration blocks, houses for teachers and improved latrines show the following: 615 classrooms with corresponding annexes were built in 2005; 1366 built in 2006; 1252 built in 2007;
and 1404 were predicted in 2008.
Finally, a presentation by Tom Schacher, architect with the Swiss Cooperation and Development
in Laos, discussed a series of examples from this country where uniformisation of rules had made
it possible to define minimum criteria to be followed for the construction of new schools. Among
these were a minimum space of 1.5 m2 per student, one teacher’s room for every three classrooms,
1-2 latrine-toilets per classroom, a water tank and a drinking water point (to be available on the
school’s site or less than 200 m away), trees for shade, a good blackboard per class with tables and
benches for 30 students per class. When electricity was available, its installation allowed the use
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of schools for adult education in the evenings. Government guidelines also required a flagpole
per school and a library room for secondary schools. Schacher showed a variety of sober school
buildings resulting from these prescriptions.
Conclusion
The final discussions at the Colloquium emphasised four themes that had repeatedly come up
during the presentations and the ensuing debates:
That there are good reasons for standard designs to be a useful tool for school planning;
That there are good reasons for site specific designs to be a useful tool for school planning;
That a school is more than just a school;
That the definition of a “high-quality school environment” acknowledges an appropriate
mix of the first three themes just mentioned.
All papers published in these Proceedings respond in part to these four themes and we are
confident that the reader will be able to elaborate his or her appropriate mix depending on local
circumstances.Given the large scope of the paper by Eberhard Knapp with respect to the theme
and discussions at the Colloquium, it is here included as a prospective conclusion with suggestions
and considerations for future research.
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Learning and The Physical
Environment – A Research Overview
from Scandinavia
Pia Björklid

Department of Education
Stockholm University, Sweden

Introduction

This presentation is based upon a research overview of the significance of the physical environment
for learning processes (Björklid 2005). It deals with research into the interaction between children’s
learning and the physical environment of the school and its adjacent outdoor environments within Scandinavia from around the 1990s onwards. Learning comprises both formal and informal
learning – including play.
Learning at school is formal learning which goes on
systematically and involves teaching. But learning
does not only occur in a special place or at a special
time but rather it takes place everywhere and at
all times, even in places that are not designed for
learning. Perhaps most learning occurs during the
performance of other activities. Play and learning
are often indistinguishable in the child’s world.
Present-day Swedish curricula emphasise the importance of both processes.
There is an abundance of research dealing with the
physical environment. The same is true of research
into teaching and learning. However, research into the interaction between learning and the physical
environment is poorly represented in the literature. In a literature review (Higgins et al. 2005),
based upon research from the USA and UK, the authors make the same point: “It is extremely
difficult to come to firm conclusions about the impact of learning environments because of the
multi-faceted nature of environments and the subsequent diverse and disconnected nature of the
research literature” (p 6).
There is less recognition of the significance of a good physical environment for children’s learning and development than there is of psychosocial factors. This also extends to the direction of
research into children’s play and learning. Premises often come low on the list in the planning
and evaluation of educational activities for children. The unspoken understanding is that a good
teacher can do good work regardless of the location. The physical environment is only loosely
regulated in the Swedish Education Act, curricula and other ordinances. By and large it is stated
that premises should be suited to their purpose. This is also a question raised in the report from
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the 2006 colloquium: “Is building quality a luxury in situations where the first challenge is to find
spaces where youngsters can be taught?” (Knapp, Noschis & Pasalar, 2007, p. 5).
Environmental psychology – an interactional approach

It is mainly in the field of environmental psychology that the role of the physical environment
in learning and development is considered. Environmental psychology emphasises the cultural,
social and societal conditions of the physical environment in which developmental and learning
processes take place. There is no physical environment that is not also a social and cultural one.
As a reaction against approaches based on deterministic principles – whether individual, social or
environmental – environmental psychology takes an interactive/transactional approach (cf. Bonnes
& Secchiaroli, 1995). Interaction is understood as a dynamic exchange between the individual
and the environment. Thus, the individual shapes his or her environment, which in turn shapes
the individual since new oppositions thereby arise.
Environmental psychology is an interdisciplinary field of study which includes a variety of different
disciplines and research areas such as education, psychology, sociology, architecture, and human
geography. Within environmental psychology an increasing focus is being placed on people,
places and sustainability.
The physical environment transmits clear messages about whether or not one is welcome in a
particular environment. Another aspect of this is environmental aesthetics. Although it is common to point out the significance that the aesthetic qualities of school buildings have for learning
environments, research shows there is no doubt that the aesthetic quality of our surroundings is
significant for both our psychological and physical welfare and therefore for learning environments
(cf. Cold, 2001). A neglected appearance such as a lack of tidiness or inadequate cleaning sends
a negative message about the lack of care – this is something that pupils themselves point out.
Not only is the physical environment important for development but also for how children and
young people develop an identity in relation to a place (cf. Proshansky et al. 1995; Bonnes &
Secchiaroli, 1995; Twigger-Ross & Uzzel, 1996). The creation of place-identity depends on all
the qualities of the physical environment including its more specific attributes such as accessible
space, lighting, air quality, noise levels etc. For younger children a clear physical environment
that permits mental and physical exploration is important. It allows them to identify it and it can
stimulate curiosity and feel meaningful for them. Older children interpret buildings and the physical
environment on a more symbolic level. However, place-identity is not only a matter of a place’s
own qualities but also of what people think about it and what they do there. Poor environments
may be experienced in a positive way because the social context surrounding them is very positive.
Some results from the research overview

Research into outdoor play- and learning-environments largely deals with opportunities for play,
learning and development, while research into the indoor physical environment concentrates
more on the limitations of the environment. Teachers too see fewer restrictions in the outdoor
environment than indoors.
School buildings not well suited to today’s curricula
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more appropriate to earlier teaching methods. Knapp (2007) gives examples of “authoritarian”
and “democratic” school buildings and the same principles apply to classroom design. However,
in recent years some new schools have been established in Scandinavia with the aim of making
the physical construction of the environment more suited to modern times and a new way of
thinking (cf. also Steijns, 2007).
Multi-functional meaning

Children should be able to play and learn undisturbed with the least possible interruption. The
environment should be self-explanatory so that children do not need to ask for assistance but
can manage on their own. Research shows that both play spaces and learning spaces should have
workshop-like qualities, preferably with clearly demarcated areas for different activities. The school
should not function as an office. Children need environments that inspire them to different types
of practical activity.
Pupils today increasingly do project work, either independently or in groups, in which their
assignment is to carry out a particular task. In this respect, a large open-plan classroom is not the
best solution for such working methods, just as small rooms are not appropriate for large groups.
Space can have a multi-functional meaning, both space and the elements within it can be employed in a variety of ways and give the user their own “field of possibility”; for example, playing
ball games in a cloakroom or recreation room, dancing in a common room. However, pupils also
want meeting-places – a corridor can be a centre of social activity. They also want an established
“place of their own”, which is not possible with optional places in the classroom. Openness and
glass walls can increase the risk of disturbances and lapses of concentration.
Research shows that learning environments must
provide rooms for meeting and mixing with friends
but also for seclusion. Examples of such rooms are
the library, the carpentry workshop, the textile
studio or some other place of one’s own in the
school. Children experience rooms with all their
senses. They are fascinated by a room’s appearance,
by such things as implements, materials, books,
colours, an inviting sofa or objects on display.
Smells are noticed – both things that smell bad
and things that smell good, for example the smell
of fabrics in the textile studio and wood and paints
in the carpentry workshop etc. Attractive rooms are
often non-functional – in other words intermediate
spaces – space which is not directly intended for
any particular purpose but which children have
laid claim to.
School environments not taken as seriously as
office environments

Simon, Evans and Maxwell (2007) report that
nearly a third of US public schools are in disrepair
with close to 15% rated as “non-operational”. Si-
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milar figures are reported from Sweden. One study showed that 75% of schools had such serious
problems with interior air quality that it caused difficulties for those who spent time there. There
has been an increase in “sick building” problems in the form of mould and inadequate ventilation.
Evaluations of schools show that both teachers and pupils appreciate new, clean premises. Good
lighting, acoustics and furniture contribute to a better ambience; space for recreation and relaxing
creates a pleasant atmosphere.
Moreover, many more pupils per thousand than working adults are affected by accidents each
year. Factors connected to the physical environment include inadequate maintenance of buildings,
unsuitable foundations, rooms that are too small, non-functional gymnasiums and lack of proper
cleaning.
Some of the problems mentioned in research reports include a lack of comfortable seating –
especially at computers – dirty changing rooms, foul-smelling showers and unclean toilets with
limited opportunities for privacy. Many researchers consider that the working environment of
school students is not taken as seriously as “office working environments”. Noise and poor lighting
are other factors that affect children’s learning and day-to-day lives.
The aesthetic quality of the rooms and buildings, their proportions, materials, colours and method
of lighting, also affect well-being. Pupils themselves appreciate it when the school is clean and in
good order. They are critical of graffiti, of things that are broken or worn, of ugly colours and bad
smells. They themselves want to contribute to making the school more attractive and would like
to have “nice and cosy classrooms” with flowers, drawings, pretty colours and curtains, pictures
on the wall and a well-designed school dining-hall.
School playgrounds

The significance of play for learning, and of outdoor activity for physical and psychological development and health, has helped to enhance the role of the school playground. As Pasalar (2007)
claims, much of the students’ time in school is devoted to socialising as well as learning. Fedrizzi and
Flach (2007) also emphasise that learning can occur
more democratically and naturally through play.
Research shows that a need exists for a multiplicity
of different places and structures – not only areas for
ball games, asphalt surfaces, and suitable structures
for climbing activities and suchlike, but also areas
of natural land. More activities occur where there
is more space – especially in natural areas with
varied terrain, which also offer opportunities for
winter activities. This stands in sharp contrast to
the homogenisation or standardisation that is often found in school playgrounds.
As a rule, premises within newly built schools or refurbished schools are accessible to children
with physical disabilities. However, whereas indoor environments are relatively well adapted, the
same cannot be said of the school’s outdoor environment – especially during the winter. This is a
discriminatory message, which excludes certain groups of individuals.
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the emphasis is on work and learning, and the teacher is actively responsible for what happens
there. In the school playground, on the other hand, the children are in charge of the form and
content of break times.
Local environment

The Swedish curriculum encourages the active use of studies carried out in the local community
as a part of teaching. Many researchers point out that children and young people are experts on
their own environment and possess knowledge and experience that adults lack. One way of realising children and young people’s right to safe and developmental environments is to give them
influence over the planning of the physical landscape.
The local environment around the school and getting to and from it, should be a safe and developmental one. We know that the child accident rate and fatality rate in traffic has reduced
in the West, but so too has children’s independent mobility. The Swedish National Road Administration has carried out projects in the schools called “Learning and Exploration in the Local
Community”. The aim is to encourage the children’s interest in their local traffic environment
and aid their ability to improve it. The schools work
thematically around these subjects. The students are
also given the opportunity for dialogue with social
planners and local authorities. The teacher’s role is
to serve as a link between children and planners.
Adults help the children to place their knowledge
within an appropriate context and can also learn
from the children by listening to their points of
view – a process which is also important for the
community itself.
Conclusion

Children spend an extremely large part of their time
in school environments, which should not only provide opportunities for learning, but also for
play and development. However, learning takes place not in a single environment but in all the
environments that children encounter. Children and young people have rights: for instance, the
right to life, health, development, influence, play and recreation (cf. the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child). The school environment is not only a learning and working environment but
also a developmental environment for children and young people. Interdisciplinary collaboration
between social planners, architects and educationists should strengthen children’s right to safe and
developmental environments. In this way, the former will learn about child-centred perspectives
while educationists will learn to value architecture and the physical environment.
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As a highly industrialised country with a large focus on high-technology development and fabrication, the excellent schooling of future generations is viewed as one of the country’s major
resources and thus it is of key importance to Finland. Equipped with a historically deep interest
and devotion to education and the necessary willingness to adjust their education system to ever
shifting challenges, the Finns currently maintain one of the best and most efficient school systems
worldwide. In recent international comparative studies on student performance, Finnish pupils
excel and thus attract attention from educators around the world.
Though teaching and learning is always deeply connected with the social and cultural history of
a people and not all successful parameters may be transferable from one nation to another, some
might be worth consideration for improving schooling situations and environments – even in
countries with radically different social, economic and climatic settings. This article briefly describes
some of the political and administrative parameters which allow the development of adequate
learning environments in Finland. The focus however, is on architectural strategies which seem
to support teaching and learning processes within school buildings and if some of these might be
transferable, even to school buildings in developing countries.
Administrative framework

During the past decades the Finnish school system has been very successfully decentralised so
that now most decisions are made locally. The main objectives were to raise the general level of
education, to provide equal opportunity for every child, and to allow teachers to react more efficiently to the specific requirements, needs and abilities of each individual pupil. At present, the
Finnish Ministry of Education sets a national core curriculum with a rather wide legal framework1
which provides the outlines of objectives and the main teaching content. Also, common values,
the concept of learning, school culture and the requirements of a good learning environment are
outlined. Within this framework, each individual institution drafts a local curriculum according
to its profile. Careful monitoring of the educational system through evaluation provides schools
and local authorities with information on strengths and challenges to help to improve performance.
These recent developments have had a major impact on the organisation and implementation of
1

Information on the Finnish educational system can be found on the website of the Finnish Ministry of Education
(http://minedu.fi), of the National Board of Education (http://www.oph.fi) and at Eurybase (http://www.eurodice.org/
eurybase)
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the school system and have also directly affected the architecture of schools built in Finland. Nowadays local authorities, principals, teachers and architects conceptualise Finnish school buildings
in close co-operation and intensive dialogue with one another. Instead of applying a pre-described
room layout which does not always fit the specific needs of the community or the users, together
they develop specific learning environments that strive to best support the pedagogic idea of
each individual school. Through this direct collaboration between all stakeholders and unusual
flexibility within the planning process, spatial arrangements evolve that provide sheltered learning
spaces while supporting a large variety of different teaching methods.1
Architectural Parameters

Aurinkolahti School in Helsinki, designed by the
architects Jeskanen-Repo-Teränne in cooperation
with Leena Yli-Lonttinen, was the winning entry to
an open competition in 2002. In the competition
brief, the City of Helsinki challenged architects to
tailor the new building to a specified pedagogical
program and to develop spatial ideas that might
support contemporary and future teaching and
learning in a more efficient way. Aurinkolahti
School is a good example of architectural strategies
implemented in school construction throughout
Finland during the past decade. Here some of
the most important functional, spatial and design
concepts are developed clearly and can be easily
visualised. Some of the key parameters include the
spatial formation of the overall structure, the organisation of circulation within the building, the use
of specific areas and zones and the use of materials
and transparency to enhance or alter functionality
and spatial interrelations between the parts of a
building and within certain areas. These concepts
have a very high impact on the functionality of
many contemporary schoolhouses and can be found
in many variations and combinations so that each
new school best fits its specific requirements.

Pic. 1: Assembly hall, Aurikolahden Peruskoulu, photo by
Mikko Auerniitty
Pic. 2: Classroom cluster, Aurikolahden Peruskoulu, photo
by Christian Schmidt
Pic. 3: Classroom cluster, Aurikolahden Peruskoulu, photo
by Kaisa Nuikkinen
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NUIKKINEN, K. (2004) Terveellinen ja turvallinen koulurakennus/En sund och Trygg skolbyggnad, Helsinki: Opetushallitus
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Pic. 04: Graphics A, B, C & D:
ALTENMÜLLER, U. (2008) Koulu – Schule auf Finnisch,
Funktions-, Raum und Gestaltungskonzepte für neue
Schulen in Finnland, Dissertation, Bauhaus-Universität
Weimar, page 167.
A – Volume and Form
The spatial formation describes the configuration of the
building and its parts. It considers the overall form and the
volumes which create the building’s mass. This parameter
is highly influential on the organisation of functions and
spaces. It also determines the relationship between the interior and exterior. Many recent school designs operate with
multiple, smaller volumes, which accommodate a variety
of teaching areas and offer a rather intimate character. At
Aurinkolahti School, the architects chose an additive design
consisting of multiple volumes. These units can function
independently and were arranged in a central configuration
around a tall open space, housing the assembly hall, theatre,
cafeteria and library for the whole school. A lofty atrium
connects all the building parts architecturally as well as
functionally (Pic. 1). The overall arrangement of the
massing creates an extroverted setting with single volumes
reaching out into the landscape and tying the schoolhouse
into its neighbourhood.
B – Circulation & Sequence
Closely connected to the overall arrangement of the
building parts is the organisation of access (a black arrow
representing the main entrance, white arrows indicating
secondary entrances) and the circulation within the
building (light gray areas and black lines identifying the
main circulation paths). The latter often considers the
principle of the architectural promenade with a carefully
orchestrated sequence of spatial experiences, of passages
(areas of transition) and places (areas of staying). The
Aurinkolahti School has, like many institutions, one official
main entrance, however most of the time pupils and staff
access their work places through side entrances that bring
them directly to their classrooms and other relevant areas.
Through this decentralised, highly independent circulation, corridors are used less frequently and since they are
often widened and nicely furnished, they invite students
to rest and study between and during lessons (Pic.2). By
transforming passages into areas of place, secondary areas
now can also be used for teaching and learning purposes
(shaded in dark gray).
C – Function & Use
The circulation within the building and how the spaces
operate are closely linked. Function & Use describe how
parts of the school are used and focus on two different aspects: the first one visualises which parts of the schoolhouse
are opened to external users outside of operating hours
(marked with a dotted line). Increasingly, the role of schools
is expanding beyond the education of students to include
access and support for community programs. At Aurinkolahti the facilities are intensely used by the community
beyond school hours for life-long learning initiatives. The
school is a point of identification and increases pride in
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the neighbourhood, while at the same time the use of resources and equipment is optimised. A decentralised circulation
facilitates controlled access to designated parts of the building and allows the opening of workshops, library, sports, theatre facilities and the atrium to the wider public. Still, the classrooms themselves – especially at the primary level, where
teacher and pupils spend most of the school day in one and the same home classroom – are considered more private areas
for learning and teaching. These parts of the building are open to external users in a much more restrictive way. The
second aspect shown in the graphic is the amount of usable area dedicated to the main purpose of the building (shaded
in light gray). Zones that would usually be circulation spaces now invite users to places for learning and teaching (shaded
in pale green), as the central spaces within the learning clusters can be intensely used for group work and quiet studies.
D – Visual Communication & Transparency
In many schools transparency has a strong influence.1 Spaces within the building extend beyond their physical boundaries,
allowing for clarity and ease of orientation while often creating visual as well as functional connection between spaces
(shaded in light gray). While making rooms look larger, this also adds to their multi-functionality and creates a more
interesting environment by interweaving spaces. At Aurinkolahti School a more passive, predominantly visual communication (dark gray dotted line) can be found within the atrium that connects all the building parts with one another.
Within the classroom clusters, the character of the connections is active (light gray dotted line); large glass planes join the
classrooms with the shared common area within the classroom clusters. This facilitates the use of what would formerly
have been circulation area and provides additional workspace for a variety of learning situations while at the same time
fostering a sense of community and security within the cluster. In some cases, additional doors allow the direct joining of
classrooms for team teaching (shaded in dark gray) and further augment the flexibility of learning settings.

Worldwide, the requirements for schoolhouses vary greatly. In many countries, especially in the
developing world, the urgent demand to build sufficient school places to be able to provide basic
education to children has the highest priority. Debates on the best and most efficient strategy to
meet these pressing demands are ongoing. Can a standardised design optimise the cost and provide
a reliable quality learning environment? How much flexibility is necessary within the design in
order to allow at least minimum adaptation to local needs or site-specific settings? Is a customdesigned school always the better solution and what risks does this approach bear? To what degree
is a simple structure, built with local material, labour and know-how more sustainable? While
answers to these questions will be different for every single country, some functional, spatial and
design parameters found in contemporary Finnish school buildings might be worth considering.
The suitable architectural organisation of a school depends on its type, size, and the pedagogical
ideas to be implemented. Spatial arrangements have a high impact on the school building’s
functionality and use. Opening schools to outside users and integrating community services
can maximise the efficiency of financial investments. Since the organisation of circulation and
a clear hierarchy of spaces are fundamental in allowing for multiple users, an early decision – if
possible before the design process is started – on additional functions and integration of other
users is necessary.
In many cases a decentralised circulation merits consideration. It facilitates a more sheltered and
quiet learning environment while allowing controlled access to the building by outside users.
Grouping classrooms in clusters with independent access to a courtyard as well as providing them
with their own facilities strengthens the sense of ownership and community within these clusters.
Common spaces shared by the adjoining classrooms can then be used in a variety of ways and add
to the usable area of the school. A high degree of transparency enhances the visual interconnection
between rooms and also between parts of schools.
It becomes obvious that a variety of small measures can facilitate student oriented teaching
processes and encourage increased identification with the learning environment. An intensive
dialogue between pedagogues and architects moderated by funding authorities helps to determine
24
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See also ROWE, C.; SLUTZKY, R. (1968) Transparenz, 4th Edition, Basel: Birkhäuser, especially the comment of
Hoesli (p. 57ff) and the Addendum (p.85ff)
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the specific needs for each individual school project. With this knowledge at hand and with the
cooperation of all stakeholders, new spatial strategies for adequate and future oriented learning
environments develop. Though the design process might take longer than for a standard school
design, and initially be more expensive, educational and community needs can be met more effectively. Designing and perhaps even erecting a new schoolhouse with neighbourhood cooperation
can catalyze community investment in a central institution, help to protect the facilities from
vandalism and increase community pride and support for educational endeavors.
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Introduction

Today it is well recognised by the educative community and by governments that an effective
education policy depends not only on the existence of a comprehensive school network, planned
on the basis of territorial and demographic conditions, but also on the quality of school buildings
themselves, namely the facilities they offer and their respective conditions of use.
That is because school buildings represent the setting where learning conventionally takes place1,
children and youth acquire knowledge, skills and values, interact with adults, associate with each
other, and take part in joint activities — a place of vital importance for their growth and social
integration (Viña Frago, 1998, p101).
However, the purpose of today’s schools is no longer to simply provide knowledge and skills,
but to promote understanding of how to learn, about attitudes, behaviour, and communication
(Kennedy, 2001). To achieve this it is necessary to make effective modernisation of school premises
and at the same time to address the demands resulting from the new educational paradigms. When
creating learning and training opportunities extended to all, based on suitable and stimulating
environments, a commitment to education is facilitated.
The school modernisation initiatives taking place in some countries (OCDE, 2006) reflect a commitment to bringing school facilities up to higher standards and give rise to major government
programmes. The improvements not only focus on the provision of a variety of spaces combining
different types of education (e.g. regular and vocational) and modes of learning (e.g. passive, active
and experimental), but also on highly accessible communal spaces - internal and external - as a
way to foster social interaction among school users. The rejection of the traditional ‘institutional
character’ of the school building and the adoption of architecture appealing to the aesthetic
preferences of young people is also used as a strategy to improve empathy with the school. The
emphasis on durability and low cost maintenance and the use of energy efficiency strategies are
other common features.

1

As Driscoll (2002) suggested, many learning theories do share that learning is an active and reflective process,
supported by social and informational interaction, which must happen within a certain context. In other words,
without an appropriate setting, learning is unlikely to succeed.
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The paper focuses on the Portuguese school building modernisation programme, launched by the
government in 2007. The purpose is to examine the programme rational and the corresponding
design strategies by exploring how they embody the contemporary educational curriculum and
may encourage and facilitate learning being an effective social, cultural and informational interface.
The paper is organised in three parts. The first provides a general diagnosis of the Portuguese
school building stock. The second is focused on the school building modernization programme,
encompassing planning strategies, programmatic concepts and design principles applied in the
refurbishment of existing buildings. The third part describes the programme’s operational process.
Four pilot interventions will be briefly referred to.
1.

THE BACKGROUND: A GENERAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE PORTUGUESE
SCHOOL BUILDING STOCK

The Portuguese public secondary school building inventory consists of a total of 477 schools
built from the end of the 19th century onwards. It is a quite varied group, either in terms of the
typo-morphological conditions or in architectural and building quality.
Even though 77% of these school buildings were built after 1970 and are characterised by the
application of standard solutions based on pavilions typologies, there are others of recognised value,
in which different and sometimes innovative solutions in spatial and building terms were tested.
Moreover, the major efforts made in the last four decades were focused above all on expanding the
school network. So the development of a constant and consistent practice of either conservation
and maintenance of the existing buildings or functional adaptation in line with new developments
in terms of curricula, educational and training practices was not a priority. Furthermore, neither
the growing environmental standards required by law or the imposed energy efficiency needs
were contemplated.
The few corrective interventions or improvements carried out in the meantime were done in an
isolated way, either by the initiative of the Regional Education Directorates and/or the schools
themselves or by the Ministry of Education in the context of specific re-equipment programmes.
Thus, in general terms the school building stock presents a picture of construction anomalies,
physical deterioration and functional obsolescence affecting environmental comfort and conditions of use. The message conveyed by the space as a whole is not very stimulating and does not
encourage the school community to engage with learning or in other school activities.
The physical disfunction results either from the wear caused by use and the natural ageing of the
building materials or due to construction problems. The environmental disfunction reflects the
evolution of comfort, hygiene and energy efficiency standards.
The functional disfunction is mainly reflected in the spatial conditions of the diverse school sectors
and in the insufficiency of some learning and non-learning areas.
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Formal learning spaces are mostly made up of classrooms and some specialised rooms. Classrooms
are mostly based on a passive learning model and their size, shape and furnishings are not flexible
making it difficult to respond to the needs of more active and collaborative modes of learning.
Specialized rooms consist of laboratories, art studios, workshops spaces or similar, together with
some supplementary and storage areas. As a rule, they are located in limited access areas with weak
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visibility and also adopt a rigid spatial organisation.
The school libraries and resource centres are, as a rule, well equipped, and have been subject to
recent interventions. However, their location lacks centrality within the school layout. Accordingly, their presence in the school and potential role as both a formal and informal learning tool
are not optimised.
Spaces and facilities designed to support the work of teachers and students outside the classroom
are limited and, as a rule, reveal weak conditions of use. Moreover, the social spaces do not facilitate
shared use by students and teachers and generally offer little comfort.
The sanitary installations and changing rooms are frequently low-quality spaces given the current
hygiene habitus and privacy standards.
Dinning halls are an important resource, but the existing conditions are not always inviting. In
most schools they only open during meal times and do not allow flexible use.
The administration area is generally small and workspaces are inefficient. Students and their guardians are attended to in inadequate conditions and access to information is often made difficult.
2.

THE SCHOOL BUILDING MODERNISATION PROGRAMME

To improve on this, the Portuguese government has launched a school building modernisation
programme, which provides for improvements to 330 public school buildings by the year 2015
with a total investment of EUR 940 million, 60% of which will be funded by the European Union
(EU), the state government and local authorities. The remaining 40% will be secured through
bank financing (25%), asset building actions and business units (15%).
The programme aims to raise the standards of educational facilities, trying to make optimal use
of funds while minimising schools disruptions. There are three main goals: 1) to upgrade existing
buildings; 2) to open the school to the surrounding community. This includes the use of some
school areas after hours for continuing education, social and cultural events, sports and recreation
activities; 3) to ensure the maintenance and management of the buildings after modernisation.
The management model implies a joint contract for construction, conservation and maintenance
operations for a 10-year period (including preventive, corrective, functional and large-scale
maintenance).
A government agency, named Parque Escolar EPE, was specially created for this purpose, and
benefits from administrative and financial autonomy. It is responsible for planning, managing,
developing and carrying out the programme, defining budgets and to ensure that school plans
meet governmental expectations and deliver the intended educational transformation.
2.1. The school building refurbishment model

The upgrading of existing buildings emphasises the need to intervene in the whole school space.
The objective is to re-establish its efficiency and suitability in a comprehensive and economical way.
The school layout reorganisation follows the conceptual models presented in figures 1 and 2. The
model considers that the school space embodies the social nature of the building; it localises the
diverse members of the school community (students, teachers, administrative staff, guardians) and
modulates their interaction and relation to learning together with their experience of the place
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(Frago, 1998, p101). Thus, in addition to the repertoire of structured knowledge – the formal
curriculum – it also considers the way in which informal contacts between the different members
of the school community are established, i.e. learning outside of classroom time and space – the
informal curriculum. Furthermore the meaning, or the signs, that disseminate the school vision,
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i.e., the message that is captured when visiting the school – the occult curriculum – also plays an
important role as it can motivate the school community towards a learning culture.
The pursuit of the formal curriculum goals implies a set of learning areas with spatial characteristics
and facilities adjusted to different pedagogic practices. On the other hand, the way in which the
school spatial layout is organised can have a significant role on the informal learning attitude by
encouraging students and teachers to interact, to spend more time at the school and to participate
in the school activities.
One possible implementation of this framework is through the centralisation of the library and the
social areas forming a kind of “core area”, accessible by the main entrance. It works simultaneously
as a meeting area and a space of transition between main circulation areas and formal learning
sectors. This principle follows the “learning street” concept and may assume different layouts: an
internal street, a gallery, an atrium or a courtyard. It should correspond to the functional, symbolic
and physical centre of the school; a place with a high degree of physical and visual accessibility.
Wherever possible, it may include areas designed to support extra-curricular activities (“clubs”)
and a multi-purpose space to host school assemblies, arts performances and other events.
The increased visibility and transparency of these spaces from the “learning street” also works as a
strategy to engage students in an “active learning attitude”. The same strategy may be used in other
areas of specific knowledge production such as the science laboratories, art studios and workshops.
The entrance and reception spaces are the public side of the school and play a crucial role in giving
a good first impression to visitors. It is important that these spaces are visually pleasant, making it
possible to recognise both the environment and the intended image of the school. The positioning
of information panels for access to a variety of information as well as the existence of displays for
exhibiting students’ work should be taken into consideration.
It is in the spaces reserved for school administration that contact with the diverse school users is
established and its role as an educational entity open to society is developed. In this context it is
desirable for there to be no barriers between the various service sectors and school users. Parallel to
this, it is recommendable that the administrative offices share multi-purpose rooms, thus avoiding
rigid divisions that would contradict the desire to equip the school with flexible areas.
To avoid excessive circulation spaces as well the tendency to focus movement and activity on certain
parts of the building, specialised spaces (e.g. science laboratories and workshops) and teachers’
workspaces should be placed in between.
To achieve the diversity of learning models needed for the formal curriculum, it requires flexible
“classroom” spaces with dimensions, configuration, fixed equipment (technical ducts, boards,
audiovisual resources) and furnishings that can adapt to the needs of different pedagogic practices.
Moreover, collaborative, exploratory and experimental activities require the existence of spaces
and facilities that enable them to be carried out on a non-teacher assisted basis.
It is also recognised that suitable science laboratories and equipment are vital to pupils’ science
education. Science accommodation should reflect a more interactive and flexible environment
based on multi-functional learning spaces where science can be taught. The goal is to encourage
innovative and interactive teaching and learning of the sciences within the school. It is recommendable that interactive experiments that demonstrate key scientific principles may be part of
the fabric of the school building or free-standing and used as an additional teaching tool to help
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deliver parts of the curriculum in an interesting way.
The spaces for physical education and sports must be planned for the broad-scope of activities
they may be used for by the community. So, they should be easily accessible from the outside and
be able to function independently from the other school activities.
Finally, the contact between teacher and student in the classroom or tutorial environment is only
part of the professional activity of a teacher. Planning and preparing classes and experiments,
assessing students’ work and participating in ongoing training complement teaching activity. The
school must provide spaces where teachers can carry out these activities, meet and socialise with
colleagues and relax during breaks between classes.
3. THE PROGRAMME OPERATIONALISATION PROCESS

The programme adopts a participative approach to planning and design involving design professionals, educators and school users through a collaborative process of interpretation and negotiation.
Once a school is selected for the programme, its board is asked to develop a strategy for change,
prioritising the work needed to tackle problems where they exist and maximising the building’s
effectiveness over the coming years.
The early engagement of the whole school community is an important part of this process. Thus,
it is strongly encouraged, and has become common practice, for key stakeholders, including school
staff, students and parents, to work collaboratively to develop a design brief1. Evidence provided
by school users through interviews and walkthroughs, together with technical surveys to assess
the facilities’ physical and environmental condition and suitability, complement the information
provided by the school board.
The government agency - Parque Escolar - is responsible for selecting the project team (architects,
designers, project managers and contractors), for establishing roles and responsibilities, and managing the organisational change involved in the school building project.
During the design process, architects get directly involved with the school community taking
into account its points of view. The design process is approached in a holistic and systematic way,
taking into consideration the physical setting as well as the specific social, cultural, organisational
and pedagogical framework which characterises each situation. Design solutions are then discussed
and approved by the school community members.
As part of the modernisation programme, Parque Escolar is relying on industry best practice to
develop standardised solutions for a range of building elements that are to be adopted in school
refurbishment, playing an important role in securing cost and time efficiencies. These include
classroom dimensions, partitions, floor finishes, lighting, doors, roof coverings, windows, mechanical and sprinkler installations and movable classrooms.
To date, four pilot intervention schemes, with an estimated investment of EUR 34.2 million, have
1
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Empirical studies developed in the scope of environment-behaviour research and space-use analysis, show increase
awareness on the understanding of the impact of the school design process in the school functioning and in exploring
spatial factors that affect users' behaviour, teaching ad learning achievements (Fisher, 2000; Lackney, 2003). This is
particularly evident in the emergent body of post-occupancy (POE) and facilities performance evaluation (FPE) applied
to school buildings aiming at the fit between school users and the built environment. The findings result from the
systematic assessment of school building performance - based on observation methods, interviews and standardized
surveys - and contribute to the upgrading of the spatial conditions.
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been initiated. They will be completed by the beginning of the 2008/2009 school year.
These pilot interventions correspond to different types of schools, which were selected to test
the design principles previously referred to and act as exemplars for schools being remodelled.
They were designed according to criteria of curriculum relevance, functionality (fit for purpose),
motivation, sustainability (durability and energy efficiency) and ease of replication.
Pilot Scheme 1 shows the intervention into a 20 000 m2 school building built between 1929 and
1935 with recognised architectural quality. The improvements planned will integrate preparatory
and middle-level musical education (Conservatory) with regular education programmes covering
compulsory education and upper secondary education, for ages 10 to 18. The school’s entire internal
space will be reorganised A new building will be added to house an auditorium along with other
specialised resource areas for the music school and a covered sports facility.
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Pilot Scheme 2 exemplifies the conversion of a former technical school, opened in 1968, into a
secondary vocational school oriented towards artistic education and providing access to higher education. The internal spaces will be completely redesigned taking into account the curriculum of the
arts school, and a new wing will be built to house studios, workshops and other specialised spaces.
Pilot Scheme 3 illustrates the modernisation of a pavilion-based modular type school opened
in 1972, which was reproduced throughout the country during the 1970s, with a capacity for
1 000 students. The work planned will serve to combine vocational training with regular education, while continuing to serve 12- to 17-years-olds. The existing internal and external spaces
will be remodelled, and a new building connecting the existing pavilions will be constructed.
The new building will accommodate the school library and ICT resource area, work areas for
teachers and students, and a multipurpose space, which will act as the school’s new centre, both
physically and functionally.
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Pilot Scheme 4 is an example of converting a lower secondary school into one which combines
regular education with vocational training oriented towards electronics. The original school opened in 1949 with a capacity of 800 students from age 10 to 17. A new wing will be constructed
to accommodate science and electronics laboratories. It will connect to the back of the existing
building, creating a new public face for the school. The internal space will be entirely redesigned,
and a covered sports facility and a canteen will be added.
A further 26 interventions are being prepared and are scheduled to begin in July 2008, corresponding to an investment of EUR 120 million. For 2009 and 2010 interventions in a further
130 schools are planned, with a total investment of EUR 450 million.
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Introduction

•
•

•

•

In the 1950’s and 1960’s the Ministry of Municipalities was responsible for the schools in
the Kingdom which were small scale, mainly classrooms and main facilities spaces.
In the early seventies this responsibility was moved to the Ministry of Education and a new
type of large scale schools was adopted ( I-Shape , three storey building known as Hai Nazal
school type).
The Schools’ Programme started with several donors such as the World Bank, JAICA (Japan
International Cooperation Agency) and the Social Security Corporation using different
prototypes, known as ‘first type’ up to ‘seventh type',to construct the schools differing
according to the school type, for example, academic or vocational. The final prototype used
in the construction of school buildings was the sectoral type in 2000.
The ministry started the educational reform in 2003 and one of its components focused
on the school buildings. The design of schools had to be developed to adopt the needs and
requirements of the ministry, so architectural design guidelines were prepared to describe
the main educational spaces and specific facilities in the school.

Classroom type in the fifties

I - Shape school (Hai Nazal type)
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Standard Designs

When standard typical designs were used in school construction the same type of school buildings
were constructed all over the Kingdom, for all geographical areas (mountains, Jordan valley and
desert) and in both urban and rural situations. The same image is seen everywhere and therefore
it is easy to recognise the school building from a distance.
Using prototypes in that period was useful for fixing the design procedure used by the consultant
who’s major role was the site plan design and the calculation of the sub-structure, since all the
specifications and quantities for the super-structure were fixed. It also speeded up the construction
period since the contractors were familiar with the construction components. It became a mass
production of schools which also eased the follow up by the ministry.
However, using the methodology of the prototype, some deficiencies appeared that architects
were not pleased with:
•
Opening size was the same in all schools and for all areas since no consideration was given
to the climatic conditions while designing (some cases showed the use of brise soleil in hot
sunny areas).
•
Improper outdoor and playground zoning areas were created due to the steep topography
of some sites.
•
The massing of the school prototypical building was changed depending on the size and shape
of the land, by either enlarging the building when adding more modules or by squeezing it
in.
Guidelines

There was a need to prepare guidelines as a reference for designers of schools and all those involved
in the process of planning, designing and building new school structures (administrators, teachers,
architects, engineers and contractors). Guidelines were to define the educational spaces needed
such as classrooms, administrative areas, play-grounds and special activity rooms (laboratories,
libraries, art rooms etc.) by type, size and specifications according to the international standards
as well as MoE needs and requirements.
The first version of the guidelines was issued in 2003 for architectural requirements only. It was of
great help in conducting the design phase of the ERfKE project. Therefore, the ministry decided
to update and develop these architectural guidelines for the upcoming project (ERfKE 2) since
new needs and educational requirements had risen during the previous five years. Meanwhile the
guidelines were also developed to include all the engineering aspects that the designer should take
care of, such as the structural, electrical and mechanical requirements.
Specific Site Design
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Today a new generation of school types has been born. The ministry was lucky to launch this project
a few years ago when the KfW, EIB and USAID projects were showing changes and development
in school design. The donors supported the ministry in that and now we can identify new schools
that respect the following conceptual principles.
1. Creating visual balance while respecting the surrounding environment (colors, materials,
landscaping etc.).
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2.
3.

Locating school buildings in the best position to derive maximum benefits from natural
environmental factors (sun, wind, noise reduction, landscaping).
Using appropriate landscaping elements to define the boundaries of the school and to control
access to the school grounds.

In the design of spaces, many concepts are applied:
1. Functionality and rationality of spaces

The design is to provide functionality and rationality of the spaces, taking into consideration the
following points:
•
Appropriate dimensioning of spaces
•
Grouping of spaces according to their function
•
Code requirements for circulation spaces
•
Integration of needs so that equipped spaces satisfy other needs such as hygiene, lighting
and acoustics.
2. Flexibility of the design

The design is to be adaptable to any changing needs that may arise in the future such as: •
Increases in the number of students
•
New educational requirements
3. Architectural quality

•
•
•
•

Harmony of building masses
Respect of the surrounding environment and culture, taking into consideration colours,
materials and landscaping to create visual balance
Good choice of techniques and materials to ensure durability and ease of maintenance
Appropriate compromise between cost and quality

4. Special requirements

The design is to take into consideration people with special needs:
•
Movement of the physically disabled is facilitated with ramps, paved areas and easy access
to the school site and buildings
•
Appropriate facilities and equipment accessible to disabled people are provided (e.g. sanitary
facilities, doors and drinking fountains,)
Construction cost

•
•

•

It is to be noted that the following additions and changes to the design of schools were
factors in increasing the cost of construction:
Construction materials that were not implemented in the old schools such as double glazed
windows and thermal insulation for all elements of the school building including floors,
external walls and the roof.
Computer network infrastructure for the whole school including classrooms and laboratories,
plus the installation of central heating.
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Ramps				

•
•
•

Cost compromise

Site landscaping (trees, shrubs and shaded areas) and the use of grey water for the irrigation
of the vegetation.
The new building forms that the contractors were unfamiliar with.
The significant worldwide price increase of materials such as fuel, steel and cement over the
last two years.

The unit cost increase is shown in the table:
Total Award Total plan
Value
area of
Donor
(JD)
schools
(m²)

Square meter Cost/
m² (JD)

Total
Number of
Students

Cost per
Student
(JD)

EIB (2004 / 2005)

41,520,250

165,884

250

37,912

1,122

KfW

10,469,695

36,801

284

8,065

1,298

5,500,000

14,365

382

3,240

1,697

(2005)

USAID ( 2007)*

* Consultant Estimated Cost
Maintenance

With respect to maintenance the ministry continues to have the following challenges:
•
Insufficient budget allocations in relation to the needs.
•
Lack of a proper maintenance system to rely on in spite of the simple database used.
Therefore the ministry is still in an ongoing procedure to develop the system in collaboration
with the World Bank and KfW through the Development Coordination Unit in the ministry.
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However from observation it is evident that through good design and the use of quality materials,
fixtures and finishes, as well as the proper use of facilities it is possible to maintain a good school
building for an increased period of time. There are three areas to concentrate on to achieve this:
•
Users of the buildings ( students, teachers and the community)
o Encouraging awareness amongst students about their schools in order to increase the
perception of importance and therefore respect of the building, plants and furniture.
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o

•

•

Issuing the sponsorship and partnership principle between the school and its community.
o Promoting good relationships between the school and the community:
Building material and fixtures:
o External walls could be clad in stone.
o A more durable material should be considered for the doorframe, the door and the
kickplate.
o Door locks, hinges, sanitary units water flush and water taps.
Building systems:
o Alternative solutions for the heating and cooling systems (climatic design with efficient
thermal insulation).
o Efficient drainage systems using rain water and grey water for irrigation.
o Using solar water heating systems and photovoltaics to power minor electrical applications.

Conclusion

To sum up it is not possible to say that the ministry has obtained a different design for each
school with its own character and individual educational spaces. The main reason is that certain
standard facilities have to be provided and these are grouped in clusters due to the relation and
importance of them, whether educational, administrative or recreational and to ensure proper
use by the students. However, it is the opinion of the ministry that the track is right and there is
an improvement in getting site specific design for each school.
It can be said that both standard and site specific designs have their place.The most important thing
is to deal with the building on the three levels of designer, user and community in order to obtain
a long life, proper, colourful, low maintenance building that is in harmony with its surroundings.
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Building better schools:
methodological concerns and the
need for evidence-based research
Edward Edgerton, J. McKechnie and S. McEwen
Psychology Division,
School of Social Sciences,
University of the West of Scotland

Introduction

After many years of neglect, the UK is currently experiencing an unprecedented level of investment in its school estate. In Scotland, which has its own devolved parliament, there is now a
sustained effort to improve school buildings. By June 2002 over £1 billion of investment had
been announced and by 2009, 300 new schools will have been built or substantially refurbished
at a cost of approximately £5 billion. To date the majority of this investment has been focused on
secondary schools (12-17 years of age). The expectations of these school buildings are more varied
and challenging than ever; as well as offering an environment that supports learning and teaching,
the schools should offer an environment that “…encourages pupils’ personal and social development,
and gives every child and young person the best possible start in life, irrespective of background, disability
or additional support needs” (Children in Scotland, 2003).
At the same time however, the general view expressed by many stakeholders such as teachers, is that
the new schools that have so far been built are a disappointment (Edgerton & McKechnie, 2004).
A recent report by the British Council for School Environments (BCSE) in England highlighted
that 32% of teachers said that they “can’t teach effectively because of poor school design” (BCSE,
2007). Similar issues were raised by the main teaching Union in Scotland highlighted “major
problems with overheating and very poor ventilation” (Educational Institute of Scotland, 2008).
The architecture profession itself has also expressed serious concerns about the new schools. For
example, Paul Stallan of Architecture and Design Scotland (A+DS), the government body for the
built environment, recently stated that “most schools are sick and unfit for purpose” (The Sunday
Herald, March 2008) and a leading Scottish architect (Malcolm Fraser) resigned from his advisory
role to A+DS claiming that many schools suffered from “catastrophically poor design that would
blight the lives of those who learn in them” (The Sunday Herald, February 2007).
A number of explanations have been put forward for these negative views, with the most common
one being concerns about the procurement process that is currently employed in the UK, namely,
the Public Private Partnership (PPP). Often comments on the quality of school buildings are
confounded with comments on the financing of these new buildings.
Whilst accepting some concerns about the procurement process, the argument put forward in
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this paper is that the biggest barrier to building high quality school environments is the lack of
empirical based evidence that examines the relationship between school buildings and their users.
Even with an unlimited budget, it would still be difficult to have confidence that excellent schools
could be built because in relation to school design, we still do not know what works. The public
funding watchdog in Scotland (Audit Scotland), has recently reported that it is “very difficult to
say exactly how many schools have been improved… because of the lack of clear definitions and targets”
(Audit Scotland 2008).
There are many reasons why there is a paucity of scientific research on school environments including the multidisciplinary nature of school environment design and the communication gaps
that exist between these disciplines (Edgerton, Romice and Spencer, 2007). However, another
major reason that is more relevant to this paper, concerns both the practical and methodological
difficulties that exist. These include the practical aspects of real-life research such as access to
schools and users, the timescales involved in major school construction programmes as well as the
conceptual and methodological problems involved in specifying what variables to measure, selecting
appropriate tools, obtaining large, representative samples and the necessity for longitudinal designs.
Of the studies that have been conducted in this area, many have focused on the importance of
specific variables such as noise (Maxwell & Evans 2000), colour (Stone 2001) and lighting (Hathaway 1995) on academic abilities. These studies highlight important aspects of the learning
environment, but do not capture the complexity of the ‘whole’ school experience for students
and staff. Students’ perceptions of the physical school environment are also positively associated
with their self-perception in school (Edgerton, McKechnie and Dunleavy, 2005) and positive
perceptions of the classroom environment have also been associated with students’ self-esteem
(Eato and Lerner, 1981). The relationship between the physical school environment and selfesteem becomes even more important when we consider that self-esteem is associated with student
achievement (Rosenberg, Schooler, Schoenbach and Rosenberg, 1995) and behaviours (Wild,
Flisher, Bhana and Lombard, 2004).
The school building programme being implemented in Scotland provides a ‘real-world’ opportunity for objective, empirical, research that investigates how new school buildings impact on
students and staff. However, before we look at new school environments, it would seem both
logical and essential to investigate whether there is any relationship between students’ perceptions
of their current school environment and key variables such as self-esteem and student behaviour;
as previously mentioned, these variables may play an important mediating role in the relationship
between school environments and academic performance (as indicated in figure 1) and are also
important outcome variables in themselves.

Figure 1: The role of self-esteem as a mediating variable between the physical environment of the school
and academic performance
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This paper is based on a research project currently in progress with a local authority in Scotland.
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This local authority is replacing seven schools with six new buildings (two schools are amalgamating); building work commenced in 2007 and is due for completion in 2009. The findings
presented here relate to the development of a generic research tool and how this tool was used to
examine the relationship between student perceptions of their current school environment and
certain key outcome variables.
Methodology

Whilst the overall project outlined above will collect a range of primary and secondary data from
both students and staff at three different points in time (pre/during/post construction), this paper
will focus on primary data collected from students on their current school environments i.e. before
any construction work started.
The methodology outlined below consists of three stages. The first stage employed focus groups
with students to identify the most important aspects of their school environment which could
then be incorporated into a section in the data collection tool (a questionnaire). The second
stage describes the development of this research questionnaire. The final stage outlines how this
questionnaire was administered to students before any construction work took place and describes
the variables that will be investigated.
Stage 1 - Focus Groups

Focus groups were considered the most useful method of gathering information on what students’
liked and disliked about their physical school environment and how their environment hindered
and facilitated various school related behaviours. In total six focus groups were conducted; three
each in two of the schools. The sample was drawn from S1, S3 and S5 students at two schools
(ages 12-13, 14-15 and 16-17 years respectively)and the number of participants in each focus
group varied from 7 to 11 with a total sample of 51 (29 males and 22 females).
A semi-structured protocol was designed by the researchers by consulting relevant research and
qualitative data gathered in Edgerton and McKechnie’s (2004) study. The aim of this protocol was
to stimulate discussion to gain a better understanding of how students perceived and used their
physical school environment. The protocol followed a “typical day” at school: arrival, movement
between classes, standard classes, interval, toilets, practical classes and lunch. Additional topics
where added to capture each student’s experience of all the facilities within their school such as
the library, assembly hall, toilets, extra curriculum facilities and security. The protocol included
an icebreaker task. This required participant’s to work in pairs and list the aspects of their physical school environment they liked or disliked. This was fed back to the group and discussed. A
closing task required participants to work in pairs and write down what they would like in their
new school in relation to aspects of the physical environment. A map of the school was provided
to stimulate and encourage discussion on their physical school environment.
The focus groups were recorded and these were transcribed manually and a content analysis was
performed. To ensure inter-rater reliability, three researchers reviewed the transcriptions, themes
and categories derived from the content analysis.
The content analysis identified 64 themes and these were grouped together into 15 categories as
outlined in table 1.
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Table 1: Categories and underlying themes from content analysis of focus groups
Category
Arriving at school
Non-Practical classes
Practical classrooms
Moving around/circulation space
Social space
Dining facilities
School grounds
Indoor sports facilities
Outdoor sports facilities
Toilets
Assembly hall
IT
Library
Security
Out of hours use

Themes
Attractiveness of the building, entrances, meeting with friends
Space, flexibility, line of sight, temperature, brightness, cleanliness,
ability to move around, acoustics, condition, furniture, noise
Space, ability to move around, acoustics, line of sight, cleanliness,
noise, maintenance, furniture, temperature
Attractiveness of stairs and corridors, ability to move around, layout
of the school, space
Choice of meeting spaces, not relaxing, seating, space cleanliness
Attractiveness, space, food available, availability of places to eat,
places to relax, furniture
Choice of meeting spaces, seating, cleanliness, space
Temperature, changing facilities
Condition
Attractiveness, condition, location, number of toilets, facilities i.e.
toilet roll, soap, paper towels
Lighting, furniture, temperature, usage, space
Availability
Facilities e.g. books, computers, usage, furniture
Storage of personal belongings, personal safety, vandalism
Availability, attendance

Themes or categories relating to the cleanliness, condition and maintenance of the school building, arrival at school, assembly hall and IT facilities were excluded. This decision was based on
(i) how valid and reliable they would be in measuring a change over time, (ii) their relevance to
the physical design of the school building and, (iii) their relative lack of importance to students,
based on their focus group responses.
Stage 2 – Creation of the questionnaire

The themes and categories from the focus groups were used to create questions for two sections
of the questionnaire; students’ perceptions of their school environment and school-related behaviours. Standardised measures were added to assess learning goals, academic self-esteem and
global self-esteem however, this paper will only report results relating to self-esteem. More detailed
information on these variables is provided below.
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The first section of the questionnaire measured students’ perceptions of their physical school environment. Each category from the focus groups formed a sub-heading that consisted of between
two and ten items that corresponded with the underlying themes associated with each category.
Participants were asked to rate how they perceive each item on a 5-Point Likert Scale from very poor
through to very good. Overall scores were then calculated for each of the ten aspects of the school
environment with a higher score indictaing a more positive evaluation of that aspect by students.
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The second section of the questionnaire required students to state how frequently they engaged in
various school-related behaviours. The items in this section were derived from (i) themes extracted
from the focus group transcripts relating to how students use their school environment and (ii)
relevant literature as reviewed by the authors and previous research findings (i.e. qualitative results
from Edgerton and McKechnie, 2004). The aim of this section was to measure the frequency with
which students performed, or encountered difficulty performing various school-related behaviours.
This paper will focus on two categories of behaviour: (i) positive behaviours relating to student
‘engagement’ with the school e.g. using the library outside of class times, trying to work hard
in class, etc., and (ii) negative behaviours such as playing truant or getting into trouble in class.
The next section of the questionnaire assessed academic self-esteem. This was operationalised as a
students’ evaluation of themselves within an academic context. The Intellectual and School Status
sub-scale (INT) from Piers and Harris (2002) Childrens’ Self-Concept Scale II was considered
the most appropriate measure of Academic Self Esteem as it provides a measures of “a child’s assessment of his or her abilities with respect to intellectual and academic tasks” (Piers and Harris,
2002 p24). Participants were asked to state “yes” or “no” to each of the 16 statements relating to
how they evaluated themselves in school. The total score for all statements provided a measure of
each student’s academic self-esteem.
The final section of the questionnaire was concerned with global self-esteem; this was assessed using
Rosenberg’s (1965) Global Self-Esteem Scale. Rosenberg et al (1995) define Global self-esteem
as “the individual’s positive or negative attitude towards the self as a totality…and….includes
both cognitive and affective elements” (Rosenberg et al 1995, p141-142). The scale consists of
10 statements that are scored on a 4 point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Test-retest reliability for the scale is between r = .82 to .88 and the construct validity is between
alpha = .77 and .88.
Stage 3 – Administering the questionnaire

All S1, S3 and S5 students from the seven schools were surveyed however, this paper will only report
on data from six of these schools as data entry for the final school had not yet been completed at the
time of writing this paper. The response rates ranged from 51% to100% with an average of 79%.
Arrangements were made with the schools to survey students during class time. During data collection, the researcher read aloud the information sheet and participants were given the opportunity
to ask any questions. The researcher distributed the questionnaire to participants and was available
to provide assistance, if necessary. When completed, the researcher collected the questionnaires
and the participants were debriefed and given the opportunity to ask questions about the project.
Results
The results presented here are based on Spearman’s rho correlation co-efficient, which was used
to measure associations between students’ evaluations of ten aspects of their school environment
and the four variables listed below:
1. Academic self-esteem (scores range from 0 to 16, with a higher score indicating greater
academic self-esteem)
2. Global self-esteem (scores range from 10 to 40, with a higher score indicating greater global
self-esteem)
3. Student engagement with school (scores range from 9 to 36, with a higher score indicating
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4.

more positive behaviour
Negative student behaviour (scores range from 4 to 16, with a higher score indicating less
negative behaviour)

For each of these four variables, 160 correlations were calculated i.e. 3 x 6 x10 (number of year
groups of students x number of schools x number of aspects of the school environment). The
results reported will be based on a traditional significance level of p = 0.05, however, in order to
guard against a Type I error, results will also be reported for a much stricter significance level of p
= 0.005 (this is obtained by dividing the traditional significance level by ten i.e. the number of
aspects of the physical environment).
The first set of results examines the relationship between students’ evaluations of the physical environment of their school and their academic self-esteem. Using the traditional significance level
of p = 0.05, it was found that 32 of these correlations were significant. However, adopting the
stricter significance level of p = 0.005, resulted in only 7 of these remaining significant. Regardless
of the significance level adopted, the clear trend that emerges is that the majority of significant
correlations are for S1 students (approximately 50%).
The second set of results examines the relationship between students’ evaluations of the physical
environment of their school and their global self-esteem. Using the traditional significance level of
p = 0.05, it was found that 28 of these correlations were significant. However, adopting the stricter
significance level of p = 0.005, resulted in only 6 of these remaining significant. Regardless of the
significance level adopted, the clear trend that again emerges is that the majority of significant
correlations are for S1 students (approximately 50%). In addition, the other finding that emerges
is that there are more correlations (and stronger correlations) for the physical environment and
academic self-esteem rather than global self-esteem.
The next set of results examines the relationship between students’ evaluations of the physical
environment of their school and their engagement with the school. Using the traditional significance level of p = 0.05, it was found that 55 of these correlations were significant. However,
adopting the stricter significance level of p = 0.005, resulted in 24 of these remaining significant.
The number of significant correlations is relatively evenly spread across the three years groups of
students and the aspects of the physical environment of the school that have the most correlations
are non-standard classrooms and indoor sports facilities.
The final set of results examines the relationship between students’ evaluations of the physical
environment of their school and their total score for negative behaviours. Using the traditional
significance level of p = 0.05, it was found that 21 of these correlations were significant. However,
adopting the stricter significance level of p = 0.005, resulted in only 7 of these remaining significant. Regardless of the significance level adopted, the clear trend that emerges is that the majority
of significant correlations are for S1 and S3 students (approximately 85-100%) and the aspect
of the physical environment of the school that has the most correlations are to do with security.
Table 2 summarises these results.
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Table 2: total number of significant correlations between the physical environment of the school and the four outcome
variables.

Outcome Variable
Academic self-esteem
Global self-esteem
Student engagement with school
Negative student behaviour

Number of significant
correlations (p = 0.05)
32
28
55
21

Number of significant correlations (p = 0.005)
7
6
24
7

Discussion

The aim of this paper was to investigate whether there was any relationship between students’
perceptions of their current school environment and key variables such as self-esteem and student
behaviour. The discussion is structured around these key outcome variables.
The physical environment and self-esteem

The results suggest that there is some evidence for an association between students’ perceptions of
their physical environment and their self-esteem. Depending on the significance level adopted,
there were between 7 and 32 significant correlations for academic self-esteem, and between 6 and
28 significant correlations for global self-esteem. Taken in conjunction with the strength of the
correlations (generally stronger for academic self-esteem), this suggest that students’ perceptions
of the school environment are more likely to be associated with academic self-esteem rather than
global self-esteem. It may therefore be more appropriate for future research on school environments
to focus on this more specific aspect of self-esteem.
The results also highlight the degree of difference between year groups, with a greater number of
significant correlations for S1 students. It is possible that S1 students place more emphasis on their
environment than other year groups. Alternatively, the change in environment for S1 students (in
the last year these students had moved from primary to secondary school) may have had a more
dramatic impact on how S1 students think and feel about themselves in school and in general.
The findings also indicate that as students progress through school the aspects of the environment
they value change and hence the association with their self-esteem also changes. Perhaps S3 and
S5 students have adapted to their school environment and have different priorities to S1 students
such as a greater focus on academic performance.
Student engagement with school

The results clearly demonstrate that where students have more positive evaluations of the physical
environment of their school they are more likely to perform behaviours that indicate that they are
‘engaging’ with school. This is particularly true for environmental aspects such as non-standard
classrooms and indoor sports facilities.
The results again highlight the degree of difference between year groups, with a greater number
of significant correlations for S1 students. This again suggests different priorities of different year
groups and that as students progress through school the aspects of the environment they value
change and hence the association with their engagement with school also changes.
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Negative behaviours

The results suggest that there is some evidence for an association between students’ perceptions of
their physical environment and performing negative behaviours; depending on the significance
level adopted, there were between 7 and 21 significant correlations. This indicates that where
students have more positive evaluations of the physical environment of their school they are less
likely to perform negative behaviours. This suggestion however, seems to apply only to S1 and
S3 students and the most important aspect of the school environment related to negative behaviours was concerns with security i.e. students were more likely to perform negative behaviours
if the school was perceived as being less secure. An obvious interpretation of this finding is that
students may have felt that they were less likely to be caught performing negative behaviours such
as dropping litter when the school was perceived as having poor security.
Conclusions
The results reported here support the view that school environments are linked to students’ perceptions and feelings about themselves and also how they behave in school. It is evident that the
potential impact of the environment is greatest for S1 students. This suggests that we need to be
aware that students perceptions of the school environment varies as they progress through the
school system placing different demands on or having varying expectations of their school. Having
now established this link it is important to investigate how changes to school environments impact
on academic self-esteem and student behaviour as these variables may indirectly effect academic
performance as well as being important outcome variables in themselves. Future research could
also try to identify how specific aspects of the physical environment impact on student self-esteem
and behaviour across different year groups of students.
With respect to the negative comments on new school buildings in Scotland that were cited in
the introduction to this paper, it is hopefully now clear that what is required is more scientific
research on the wide ranging impact of these new schools. Only then can we determine whether
these views are valid.
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An on-going Research on Learning
and School Buildings in Palestine
Ahmad Al-Azzar, Awni Joubran, Linda Juha
HLT – Research Group
Bethlehem, Palestine
Context

The aim of this research project is to investigate whether the special efforts that have been made
regarding the architectural planning of new schools recently built in Palestine, notably with funding from KfW, have a particular influence on children’s learning, self-esteem and representations.
The research project began in Fall 2007 and is currently under way, with the main bulk of data still
to be collected toward the end of this school year. The analysis of data and conclusive report will
be available only later, but as the project is close to the theme of this Architecture & Behaviour
Colloquium, we present some of the first data and share some of our considerations.
1. General outline of the research project

The research project is investigating how children and teachers in 3 recently built new schools
in different regions of West Bank (Nablous, Hebron and Ramallah areas) evaluate their school
buildings, (the qualities and the shortcomings of the spatial layouts), and how they actually use the
building spaces. These three schools have been chosen for this study because special care has been
given to their site-specific spatial lay-out in the planning stage. These school-buildings have been
in use only for one or two years. The evaluations by children are then completed with data on the
children’s scholarly performances, that are measured by tests in Arabic language and mathematics
skills as well as self-esteem measures, in collaboration with the Assessment and Evaluation Centre,
Ministry of education and Higher Education, Ramallah.
For comparison purposes, in addition to these three recently built schools, the study also investigates
children from 3 elderly school buildings with more traditional spatial lay-outs. These schools have
been chosen in areas close to the other schools, with children from a similar background. This means
that we also study children from three elderly schools in Nablous, Hebron and Ramallah areas.
We are collecting data from 4th grade classes (children of about 9 years of age) as well as 10th
grade classes (children of about 16 years of age) – from three “new” and three “standard” schools
(that is, school-buildings).
A series of observational tools as well as questionnaire and interview forms have been defined
and we are currently applying these to get data from the children and teachers in the six schools.
Once we have all the data it will be possible to compare scholarly performance data, self-esteem
data, questionnaire data as well as other descriptive and observational data obtained from children
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and to some extent teachers in the different schools and look at correlations, with the different
school buildings and lay-outs as one of the variables.
The analysis will be done after the school year is over and a report will be produced.
2. Example of first research data.

We are now going to look at first data that we have collected from two of the schools that we are
studying. The two schools are situated in the village periphery of Nablous (in the West Bank), all
children walk to school, the walking distance being generally less than 15 minutes. Both schools
are girls-schools and have a boys-school located close to them. Socio-economical level of the two
school populations is comparable.
It was agreed with the teachers that we would have one hour at our disposal in the classes, and
we asked the girls in 10th grade (about 16 years old), to answer a few simple questions about their
school and to then make a drawing of their school with a set of colour pens that they then could
keep as a gift.
We will contrast the results from the two classes and formulate some remarks whereby we try to
relate these results to the two different school building environments.
However we insist on saying that these are preliminary findings and might be re-interpreted after
we have more complete data.
Presentation of the 2 schools:
Bezzaria Girls’ School.

The school consists of 3 buildings. The main building was originally constructed (in the 1950s)
as a kindergarden and was in 1996 transformed, by adding floors, into a girls’ school from grade
1 to 12, with today a total of 13 classes. A canteen, and toilets were added in year 2000 to the
then existing buildings. 2 additional classes were obtained by renting two rooms from a close-by
private house. There is a total of 344 students, with average class area of 21 m2 and 27 students
per class. Outdoor space is limited to apprx. 470 sqm.
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In summary, the general and spatial conditions in this school are not comfortable.
We will not discuss this in detail here,
but spaces in and outside the buildings
are cramped and there is a general lack of
equipment (for instance there are only 5
toilets for 344 students).
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Deir Sharaf Girls’ School.

The school consists of two separate buildings. The old part was built in 1957 and the new part in
2005. When the new part was built the window and door frames, as well as the painting of the
old building were also re-made. There is a total of 340 students, with average class area of 50 m2
and 30 students per class. Outdoor space is– apprx. 1000 sqm with gardens in addition.
(In this school there are 10 toilets for
340 students).
The general and spatial conditions in
this school are clearly different and
more comfortable than in the Bezzaria
School. Walls are colourful, the surroundings are spacious, including a garden.
Again, we will not discuss details here
but a few pictures will show the classes
and some of the equipment.
What can we expect on this basis ?

The conditions for children in Deir
Sharaf are clearly better than in Bezzaria (more space per children in the
classroom, more outside space, more
bathrooms, more light, etc.). Given this,
what can we expect from the children’s
evaluations and their drawings ?
We might suppose that Deir Sharaf
children will express a more positive
evaluation about their school and that
their drawings will somehow reflect this.
Let us now have a look at the results.
First data.

Data from 10th grade students
We asked all students to grade their
school (“School” means here the building and the school area) and also to
give a mark to how much they like to
go to school. The scale is 1-10, so 10
means “I like the school building very
much” and 1 or 2 “I don’t like the school
building very much or not at all”.
As to the other question, 10 means “I like
very much to go to school” and 1-2 “I
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don’t like to go to school”.
We present here the results in a table, with mean scores for both questions:
School Building
“How much I like to
Mark (mean)
Go to school” Mark
(mean)
th
2,9
7,4
10 grade Bezzaria (N=30)
8,3
7,0
10th grade Deir Sharaf (N=37)
These results are partially in line with what we expected. Generally speaking children from Deir
Sharaf like more their school (mean mark: 8,3) than children from Bezzaria (mean mark: 2,9).
At the same time the results don’t show a striking difference as to how much children in both schools
like or don’t like to go to school (Bezzaria, mean mark: 7,4 and Deir Sharaf, mean mark: 7,0).
We may conclude that, to like your school building and area is one thing, but to like to go to school

Drawings of Bezzaria school (left) and Deir Sharaf school (right)

is another.
In other words school is the built environment (school-building and surroundings) but it is also
friends, teachers, being-away-from home, learning new things and so on. These last mentioned
aspects are there irrespective of the built environment.
As we mentioned earlier we then asked children to make a drawing of their school (the instruction
said “Make a drawing of the school as you see it”) .
Let us now look at some examples of drawings:
58
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summarise:
The drawings of the school-buildings by the children from the two schools are similar in their
approach. When the drawings show the façades of the schools, the buildings can be recognised
by some specific characteristics. (There might even be 1 or 2 future architects among the children
in each school).
In other drawings from both classes the drawings of the school-buildings are more fantasy or
home-inspired in their shapes and characteristics.
So although children from Deir Sharaf have a much more positive opinion about their school than
those of Bezzaria, they don’t seem to express this difference in the drawing of the building itself.
However, in their drawings, children from Deir Sharaf give much more place to the surroundings,
playground, nature, trees, open space, sun and also school-friends (= drawings of children in the
courtyard) when compared to drawings from Bezzaria. This seems to us an interesting finding.
A table will show this:
% of drawings containing
surrounding details
10th grade Bezzaria (N=30)
10th grade Deir Sharaf (N=37)

25%
85%

% of surface in drawings
given to Surrounding
details (mean)
20%
70%

The drawings from Deir Sharaf show much more often “surrounding details” such as playground,
nature, trees, open space, sun and also school-friends (in 85% of the drawings, compared to 25%
from Bezzaria). In the drawings from Deir Sharaf more (relative) space (on the drawing sheets) is
for the “surrounding details” (70% as opposed to 20%).
We suggest that this has to do with the fact that there is generally speaking more space and transparency in Deir Sharaf. Inside the building this is related to the size and light in the classrooms,
the larger corridors, the view from the larger windows. The outside places are thus felt as being
part of the school, the school spaces form a continuity from inside the building to outside the
building. Thus when children from Deir Sharaf say that they like their school this could mean the
opening and transparency to the surroundings – that they consider that in their school there is a
continuity from learning in the classroom to playing and talking with schoolmates. The school in
Deir Sharaf somehow helps in expressing this continuity from inside to outside while the Bezzaria
school is not suggestive in this respect.
This could then be a hypothesis for explaining the more positive evaluation that children of Deir
Sharaf give about their school
Conversely it would mean that although in Bezzaria the school is also a place for meeting friends,
playing outdoors, being in contact with nature, it is so despite the built environment and surroundings and not with its help. In saying this we are mainly referring to the poor evaluation mark
given by the Bezzaria children to their school (2,9 as opposed to 8,3 for Deir Sharaf).
It remains to be seen, with data that we still have to collect, how such considerations might correlate
with scholarly performances and self-esteem of children from the 2 schools.
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Let us add that when we asked teachers also to evaluate their school-buildings there was also
a clear difference between Deir Sharaf and Bezzaria The teachers from Deir Sharaf were more
positively inclined toward their building than the ones from Bezzaria. This can certainly also
have an influence on children, but fore mostly as an opinion, not as a way to represent the school
building itself by a drawing.
3.

Conclusion

We want to conclude this short presentation with two reflections.
We have here referred to drawings of children. A thorough analysis of drawings will require much
more effort and may reveal differences that we are here overlooking. We are also considering only
two classes in two schools, while we have got data from 12 classes and six schools, so these might
open other perspectives. Yet, the few considerations that we have developed already seem to confirm
that children do perceive and appreciate specific characteristics of their learning environment.
This research happens to be about girls. In many respects girls’ education is different from boys’,
although perhaps more so because of the family than because of the school. One of the head-mistresses mentioned to us that she suspects that the generally not good scholarly performances of the
elder girls in her school are caused by the clear concern of most families in the area (in Jalazoon) to
get their daughters married as soon as possible, and not necessarily to go on studying at University
or other trainings. Many (interesting) questions can be raised from here and we should probably
try not to avoid them. For instance, given such a family context, what is or what should be the
concern of the school, and more specifically the school programme and the teachers and even the
school building ? For instance, should some activities be favoured with respect to others and with
what purpose for girls’ education?

This paper is part of a research project named “Empirical Study on the Impact of Improved School Design on the Academic
Achievement of Students” (Study and Expert Fund No. 2000 70 144) granted by KfW Development Bank and the Ministry
of Education & Higher Education, Ramallah, Palestinian Territories to Colloquia sàrl, Lausanne. For more information see
www.Colloquia.ch . Dr. K. Noschis is leading the research.
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Basic Education (Girls) Project
(BEGP) in Laos People’s Democratic
Republic
Daniel Schwitter

Skat
Swiss Resource Centre and Consultancies for Development
St. Gallen, Switzerland

1

GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION

The country

The population of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic is 6.1 million, and growth is estimated
at 3.1% per year. There are 47 ethnic minorities. With an estimated annual income of US$ 381
in 2000, the Laos PDR ranks among the least developed countries in the world. The country
consists of 18 provinces, in which there are 135 districts and about 12,000 villages.
The regional perspective

The current five year plan of the Ministry of Education emphasises three key objectives: Equitable access, quality improvement, and improved relevance. There is limited access to primary
education, especially for remote areas, with girls in areas of ethnic minorities suffering most. In
2001 it was estimated that there were about 8,000 schools of which 19% were regarded as being
in good condition, and only 35% were offering the full five years of primary education. About
4000 villages, mostly in mountainous areas, had no schools at all. 58% of the schools are regarded
as being temporary structures.
The need

At the time of project inception approximately 8,000 primary schools needed to be built, extended
or refurbished. In terms of classrooms, it was estimated that a total of 30,000 classrooms were
needed for primary education, and that only 10,000 will be available at the end of the current
externally supported construction projects.
Furthermore, it is not enough to construct the buildings, they also need furniture, books, teaching
materials, and of course, teachers. The schools need to be administered and the buildings maintained. So school construction must be embedded into a national education development programme.
The building programme must not be isolated from these other aspects.
The objective

The overall objective of concern here is universal primary education by 2015 - providing access
to at least five years of education for all Laotian children. Education is seen as a key step towards
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poverty reduction. The project objective of the construction component was the provision of
adequate, technically realistic, affordable, and environmentally sound schools and district education offices in 52 districts
The project components

The integrated project approach is flexible, which means that the project impact and effects are
continually assessed during the implementation, and lessons learned are applied to subsequent
activities. The following components have been built into the project:
Component 1:

Provide primary education facilities in 53 districts, and strengthen capacities
at the central and provincial levels to plan, manage, and implement school
construction and school development programs.

Component 2:

Promote community participation in school management to increase the
enrolment and retention of children in primary schools, particularly girls.

Component 3:

Improve the relevance, quality and efficiency of primary education through
supplementary materials and adapted curricula; in-service support for teachers
and school principals in multigrade schools and schools in ethnic minority
areas; professional supervision for teachers, and support for the recruitment
and training of ethnic minority teachers.

Component 4:

Strengthen management support systems at the Ministry of Education and
educational capacities of the Ministry of Education, the Provincial Education
Service and District Education Board.

The partners

In addition to the building programme of the National government, there have been a number
of multilateral and bilateral partners, who have become involved in the construction of schools.
The main external support agencies are the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank, and the
governments of Japan and Australia. Non-governmental organisations also play a major role.
2

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION

Decentralised construction implementation approach

Planning, budgeting, bidding, supervision and monitoring of the project was done according to
specific terms of reference for specialised construction units established at central, provincial and
district level. Construction of schools was generally undertaken by contractors selected through
tender bidding. The availability and capacity of contractors sets a ceiling on the number of
schools that can be constructed during the project implementation periods. Both national and
international contractors were invited to bid for the construction of schools. Since the applied
construction technology and building materials are well known in Laos, the schools were mainly
built by local contractors from the village itself or the neighbouring area thus creating ownership
and stimulating the local economy.
Government and community contributions
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The government contribution to civil works was fixed at a uniform level of 27% of the construction
costs. The local communities were requested to make minimal contributions to the construction
of their schools. The contributions required were typically the land for the site, the provision of
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water sources, the construction of railings to fence in the site, an access road, and maintenance of
the building. Involving the community in this way not only saved on costs, but also provided an
important indicator of the commitment of the community to run and maintain the school, and
it strengthens the sense of ownership.
Site selection

Without clear site selection criteria and a determination to work according to the above criteria,
the schools would be located close to major towns, in places served by good roads, and according to
the directions and patronage of influential local leaders. Girls and ethnic minorities would continue
to lack access. Therefore, in the overall interest of the nation, and keeping poverty reduction in
mind, the ADB projects have defined their selection criteria. Selection also allowed the integration
of project components such as ensuring the availability of teachers for the schools to be built.
Achievements

The project successfully implemented the construction of 512 schools and 43 district education
offices, most of them built in areas known to be below the poverty line, thus enabling about 75
000 children to gain access to modern primary education. The cost of one permanent classroom
facility unit - including furniture and shared annex rooms - is approx. USD 6000.
3

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

Multi grade teaching

The population of the target villages located in rural areas is often small with less than 100 pupils
divided up into five grades. Tuition of the five grades takes place in two classrooms, which calls
for a multi-grade teaching methodology that is new in Laos. Hence, the project had put much
emphasis on facilitating tuition of two or three grades in one room. These efforts were underpinned
by the decision to install blackboards that are movable all along the four walls of the classroom.
In addition to this, a working bench along the windows was built in, and specific furniture was
designed to permit suitable arrangements for individual group work.
Architectural concept and characteristics

Layout: The architectural layout is simple, appropriate, and very cost-effective. It offers a wide
range of options to communities and government, trying to give consideration to their needs
and the available financial and natural resources as much as possible. The building design seeks
to maximise the reflection of local character, cultural traditions and preferences. The basic idea
was to build a solid structural frame (floor, columns and roof). All the other building parts (walls
ceilings, etc.) are not load bearing and are constructed in a way that they can be easily maintained,
replaced or improved, e.g. from wood boarding to plastered masonry.
Requirements: The classrooms for multi grade schools are based on a 7 by 7 metre square space
allowing for optimal teaching in groups (instead for a 7 by 6 metre rectangular space as commonly
used for single grade schools). Depending upon the size of the student enrolments the schools
include either two or three such classrooms, a teachers’ room, a storeroom, a covered area that
can be used as an additional classroom and an external water-flushed toilet.
Modular system: The school design is based on a module that meets a well defined minimum
standard. This minimum standard is specified by a clean and dry floor, a solid structural system, a
ceiling and a solid roof, all of which will last a minimum of 25 years. The minimum standard can
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be further refined to determine
3 standards (minimum, medium
and maximum). The proposal
was to construct the minimum
standard for the villages included
in all phases of the project. However, in most cases the medium
standard was applied. In addition to the minimum standard,
the medium standard includes
permanent wooden walls and
lockable doors. It allows villagers
or other investors to improve a
school at a later stage (e.g. from
wooden walls to whitewashed masonry) and at cheaper cost while
still providing a space suitable for
multi grade teaching.
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Cost effectiveness: T h e r u r a l
multi-grade school buildings
are utilised intensively during
school hours. To give them even
increased public importance in
rural villages and to make them
more economically viable, the
schools built under the project
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are used for various other purposes such as:
Daily: Adult education (night school)
Periodically: Social work, community meetings
Occasionally: Natural disasters shelter, voting centre, etc.
To meet this demand, a covered area was provided for each building. During the daytime teachers
can use it as an additional “outdoor classroom” for group-work typical in multi-grade teaching.
After school villagers may use it for social activities thus avoiding getting the classrooms dirty.
Water and sanitation

Each school was provided with a water supply and sanitation facilities. Very often, the school toilet
is the first of its kind in the village. Teachers and students undergo a specific training in hygiene
promotion including the use of toilets.
Maintenance

During the course of project implementation a national maintenance concept was introduced,
thus ensuring a friendly and motivating learning environment for pupils for decades. It contains
a yearly maintenance budget (2% of the investment cost), training sessions, as well as tasks and
responsibilities for all stakeholders at national, provincial, district and village level.
4

PROJECT DATA

Function:
Basic Education (Girls) Project
Location:
Laos P. D. R.
Lender:
Asian Development Bank
Project Consultant:
OPCV / SKM Australia / Skat Consulting, Switzerland
Architects / Engineers:
D. Schwitter, Skat Consulting, Switzerland / MoE Laos
Years of construction:
2001-2007
PROJECT SCOPE
No. of schools built: 		 512
No. of district education offices built:
43
No. of districts served: 		
52
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BUILDING COST AND MATERIALS USED
Construction cost per m2:
Overall costs of civil works:
Overall costs of furniture:
Foundations:
Walls:
Roof:
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US$ 80. 00 (national average)
US$ 9.458 Mio
US$ 2.431 Mio
Concrete
Concrete / wood / masonry
Wooden truss / corr. iron sheets / fibre cement sheets
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Preparation of Low Cost Solutions
for the School Construction
Programme in Mozambique
Gerhard Graf,
Architect

Antonio Marrufo,

Engineer, Ministry of Education and Culture, Maputo, Mozambique

with Jochen Brähmig,

Architect, KfW, Frankfurt, Germany

BACKGROUND

The Government of Mozambique approved the Strategic Plan Education and Culture (PEEC)
in June 2006. The approval of the PEEC constituted a major milestone in the development of
education in Mozambique and a tremendous achievement for the Ministry of Education and
Culture (MEC). For the cooperating partners, including Germany, the PEEC represented a credible
strategy for the achievement of Millennium Development Goals (MDG), based on expansion,
improved efficiency and quality.
One of the objectives of PEEC is to promote access to primary education through expansion of the
school network. Therefore, it is envisaged that approximately 6000 classrooms be built including
teacher houses and related infrastructure per year until 2015.
This is a tremendous task and the scarce finances of the given financial envelope have to be employed in the most effective and cost efficient way in order to reach this target. Therefore, the cost
of construction per classroom has to be kept low. The major part of these classrooms was planned
to be built as part of the Action Plan for Accelerated Construction of School Infrastructure, which
has been developed and approved by the MEC in 2004. The Action Plan was guided by the Fast
Track Initiative on Education for All (FTI, or EFA-FTI) that allowed approximately USD 10,000
per classroom. The FTI target of USD 10,000/classroom has meanwhile been removed from the
international discussion due to strong variations in local and regional conditions.
Costs of conventional construction are high in Mozambique compared to international and
regional standards. In 2001, the German and Mozambican governments agreed on a primary
school construction programme for the provinces of Inhambane, Manica and Sofala (Phase I) to be
financed by funds from German Financial Cooperation. In 2005, Phase II of the programme was
agreed between both governments. In Phase I a total of 190 classrooms, teacher houses, boreholes
for water supply, administration blocks and latrines were built and furnished. The quality of the
buildings was good and to the satisfaction of the MEC. The average cost per classroom excluding
furniture was USD 18,000. These costs resulted from a transparent procurement process with
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very good participation of construction companies operating in Mozambique.
Though the costs of Phase I were not considered to be extraordinarily high compared to other
school construction programmes in Mozambique, it was obvious that the costs for the new Phase
II had to be reduced in order to meet the FTI target and to use the available scare resources more
efficiently. This had to be done without jeopardizing the quality of the buildings, guaranteeing
security, full functionality and an acceptable life span of the buildings without an increased need
for maintenance.
Therefore, under KfW financing, the MEC has employed the Architect Gerhard Graf and Engineer
António Marrufo to develop concepts for feasible low-cost solutions for Phase II.
Methodology

To obtain an overall picture of the current situation of primary school construction in Mozambique Graf and Marrufo travelled to six provinces: Sofala, Manica, Inhambane, Gaza, Nampula
and Cabo Delgado and visited thirty different schools and/or construction sites of the pilot programme under the Action Plan for Accelerated Construction of School Infrastructure (FTI). They
analysed the construction preparation process, the planning, the tendering, awarding of contract,
as well the execution of construction works from mobilisation at site to final acceptance of the
building works and focussed on quality, duration and costs. Graf and Marrufo involved various
planning specialists and administration within the MEC and especially its decentralised offices
in the provinces’ Provincial Directorate of Education and Culture (DPECs).
Graf and Marrufo’s findings and analysis of the situation of primary school construction in Mozambique are further explained below. The FTI programme is described in more detail as well
as programmes of other organisations: ADPESE, JICA and UDEBA Lab. This is followed by a
discussion of low cost construction. As a result of the information obtained, an outline proposal
for the organisation and implementation of Phase II of the school construction programme cofinanced by the German government had been established. The proposal respects the functional
and quality requirements determined for primary school construction in Mozambique.
During their research Graf and Marrufo cooperated closely with MEC, with architects Rui Fonseca
and Daniel Vasco and Heads of the FTI Department.
Current situation of primary school construction

According to the laws and regulations in Mozambique, responsibility for all public constructions
works lies with the Ministry of Public Works and Housing (MOPH). Several years ago the Ministries of Education and Health created in-house construction departments in order to assist
and relieve the MOPH with their immense workload of implementing construction projects. For
school construction, the division of tasks was planned in a way that the implementation unit of
MEC would be responsible for developing programme strategies and preparing the construction
process from tendering to contract award. The responsibilities for execution of construction would
remain with the MOPH and their authorities in the provinces and districts. In practice, there was
an apparent lack of planning between the Ministries which was problematic. The Ministries have
discussed reforms but decisions have not been made.
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Activities planned between 2004 and 2007 and their estimated share in the total primary
school construction in Mozambique. (Source: MEC)

Programmes
FTI pilot phase
FTI extension phase

JICA Japanese Cooperation
Danish Cooperation ADPESE
Portuguese Cooperation
German Cooperation conventional Phase I
Others like World-Vision, Save the Children,
Caritas, AAA and diverse religious org.
Total

Stage of completion
81%
0%

Classrooms

Construction Volume estimated

618
1.467

71 %

65

2%

262
134

9%
6%

97%

194

7%

No data

200 *)

7%

2.940

100 %

Started end 06
0%
Started end 06
85%

*) exact numbers of classrooms for provincial registered projects are not available, the above figure is estimated by MEC/
DIPLAC

Presently, the average number of classrooms constructed is below 1000 per year. Major efforts are
needed in order to reach the goal of 6000 classrooms per year.
THE FTI PROGRAMME

Because the FTI is presently the largest programme for construction of primary schools in Mozambique, it will be examined in more detail.
Responding to the challenge of the MDG and on the initiative of the donor community, the
MINED, a group of consultants was hired to initially develop a programme for accelerated
construction of school infrastructure at low cost EFA-FTI. The group began their services in 2003,
in order to reach the goal of constructing 6000 classrooms per year at an average cost of USD
10,000 per classroom. To achieve this goal, three different systems - contractor, community and
NGO - were utilised. The decision as to which system would be adopted for a school was made
at provincial level depending on local capacities.
The pilot phase of the FTI started its active construction works in November 2005 and aimed to
achieve 618 classrooms nationwide within a one year construction period. By the end of 2006,
81% of the pilot phase was completed with very different results for each Province, for example
the Province of Cabo Delgado achieved 42%, and others up to 100%. In September 2006 the
extension phase of the FTI programme started, aiming to construct 1467 classrooms, nationwide,
by the end of 2007. Further expansion of the FTI programme was planned for the construction
of 3000 classrooms by the end of 2008 and 6000 classrooms by the end of 2009 (Source: MEC).
The following findings by Graf and Marrufo are selective and therefore may not be entirely representative of the nationwide programme. Nevertheless, the consultant is interested in identifying
advantages as well as problems experienced, in view of feasible lower cost solutions for the benefit
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of the coming Phase II of the German co-financed school construction programme.
During December 2006 and January 2007 Graf and Marrufo inspected 30 school construction
sites in 6 out of a total of 10 Provinces, covering approximately 15% of the total FTI pilot phase.
A further 14 school sites of the new FTI extension phase were visited as well.
Findings in the FTI programme

Except for a few sites, the majority of schools visited which were constructed by FTI were executed
on the basis of the design and specifications prepared by MEC. As a general design for nationwide
application, it offered a general functional solution. Unfortunately, the majority of sites visited
were found with alterations to the design - such as reduced quality, and reduced stability. Based
on information from the DPEC´s, the main reason that changes were made was in order to keep
within the cost limit. Nevertheless, design variations should not have been implemented to the
detriment of quality, functionality and stability standards. There was a clear need for increased
technical assistance at the provincial and district level. The pilot phase of the FTI programme did
not allocate funds for supervision and resulted in a poor building quality.
Installation of boreholes and hand pumps for water supply were not part of the FTI programme
and were to be carried out under the responsibility of the MOPH. During the implementation of
FTI school construction it was found that the development plans were not sufficiently coordinated
to ensure water supply to all schools built.
Contract and Tender procedures in the FTI programme

Lump sum building contracts with a fixed price proved to be a good solution. These avoided later
claims of additional costs and contributed to meeting the aimed cost ceiling.
Cost indicating Bank Guarantees for advance payments or contractors performance were not
utilised. This financial risk (securities) was handled differently in the provinces visited. Some employers simply trusted the contractors while others released payments only on proof of expenses
like mobilisation or delivery of equipment and materials, secured crossed cheques or pawns.
Raising the interest of contractors was found very difficult and sometimes impossible throughout
all provinces. Only with active motivation from the MEC could contractors be convinced to
participate in the programme. Therefore, a competitive tender and evaluation of bids in general
was extremely difficult during the pilot phase of the FTI programme. The absence of contractors
at Provincial and District level and the lack of understanding regarding low cost construction
methods contributed to the problem. The few available contractors were only accustomed to
conventional construction methods and then lost interest upon realising that their calculations
did not fall within the fixed cost frame. Several contractors who submitted bids far above the cost
ceiling were excluded from the programme.
Building construction in the FTI programme
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Lack of technical assistance found at all provincial and district levels was the main constraint and
a serious barrier for the long term success of the ongoing FTI programme throughout all three
systems: Community, NGO and Contractors. For example, communities were found to be working
without plans and specifications. Contractors and NGO`s were not following design and quality
specifications thereby resulting in dangerously unstable structures.
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Supervision in the FTI programme

Learning from the deficiencies of the pilot phase, the extension phase of the FTI programme allocated funds for supervision, which resulted in an improvement in construction quality. However,
the actual capacities such as the number of staff and the availability of transport for technical
assistance on site at MEC levels were found to be insufficient in all provinces visited. Effective
on-site technical assistance could avoid cost intensive consequences.
Several sites of the pilot phase were not completed, but works have stopped since the available
funds have been used up. In some cases the DPECs are now negotiating a later reduction of the
construction volume in order to complete the contract.
Costs and accounts in the FTI programme

The frequently used parameter “USD per classroom” refers only to the “on site occurring construction costs” and does not include construction side costs such as: project preparation, selection and
prior inspection of location, planning of implementation methods, architectural and structural
design, establishing tender documents and tender procedures, awarding contracts, technical
supervision for quality and time control and financial monitoring.
Observations in the FTI programme

The generalised design and specifications could allow more flexibility to adapt to the different
local requirements and allow alternative construction methods. Technical construction details
need improvement.
The design could offer variations for different climatic conditions
The roof overhang could be increased
A damp proof course (DPC) should be standard
Erosion protection should be foreseen
The main obstacle during construction was the lack of technical assistance. This problem was
identified throughout all provinces as well as in regard to the different approaches of the programme. With additional technical assistance on site, most of the defects found could have been
avoided without additional construction costs. Consequently, there ought to be measures to
reinforce supervision in order to establish more efficient quality, time and cost control. In view
of the planned increase in volume of the FTI construction in the coming years and especially in
view of introduction of new low cost methods and materials, these measures should be realised
urgently. A budget allocation of approximately 10% of the construction costs should be foreseen
for site supervision during the construction period.
Findings in the ADPESE Danish Support to the Education Sector Strategic Plan (Danida)

In the year 2004 ADPESE initiated a conventional school construction project with a total number
of 62 classrooms for the Province Zambezia by employing the local consultant TECHNICA. The
method and design was similar to Phase I of the German programme. The average costs were USD
20,000 per classroom without furniture.
Since the beginning of 2005 ADPESE has supported the Ministry of Education with a pilot low
cost school project by employing a national NGO “AMDU” to facilitate the execution of 200
classrooms in 3 Provinces. No other NGOs were found suitable for the quantity and capacity
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required. The execution of the project is in coordination with the three DPECs. The project in
the Province Tete started off well and in January 2007 the completion of 60 classrooms was expected. In the Provinces Cabo Delgado and Zambezia the provincial directors did not accept the
design of “AMDU” and argued for example, that classrooms with simple wall openings instead of
windows and doors, would not meet the minimum requirements on functionality for schooling
purposes and security. The works were delayed until a compromise was reached with support from
DIPLAC/MEC. The concept of the Danish low cost pilot project is 100% community based. The
NGO “AMDU” provided only one technical assistant for construction and one social assistant
for each province. The selection of sites has been carried out with approval of the DPEC´s. All
construction is extensions to existing schools.
Promising results are being achieved from the separate tendering of a prefabricated steel roof
structure in view of quality and cost insurance. The structure, with single foundations at the columns and coated iron roof sheets, is estimated by AMDU to have a 15 year minimum life span.
The cost per classroom including technical assistance, furniture, water and sanitation is estimated
at around USD 10,000. However, this is likely to increase due to the delay in completion and
additional costs for transport and materials (doors and windows which were not included in the
design). A final account has not been made since the project is not yet complete. The costs of
labour was free due to contributions from the communities.
ADPESE noticed an extreme lack of human resources for skilled labourers at province and district
level. ADPESE considers the need for practical skills training courses to be a matter of urgency.
Such courses would benefit both labourers and supervisors.
Findings and observations of the JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency

To date, the Japanese Cooperation has financed the construction of two primary schools in the
province of Gaza. Each school contains 5 classrooms including furniture, 1 administration block
and 2 latrines. Both schools were built for the total contract price of USD 109,076. Provision of
water is not included. The construction started in December 2006. These 10 classrooms are part
of a total of 65 classrooms to be financed within the years 2006 - 2008.
The construction works are contracted to the local NGO UDEBA-Lab. The method is 100%
community based. UDEBA-Lab is administering the funds, purchasing the materials and providing
storage for materials together with a representative from the community. UDEBA-Lab assigned
one technical assistant for the works and reports weekly to JICA. Supervision is done by the
DPEC with assistance from one member of the community. The JICA resident expert in Gaza is
monitoring the works with visits twice a week. The Project Management Commission is formed
from the school director and one member of the community. The community also provides one
foreman for the works. The design, specifications and contract document used are the ones prepared
by DCEE/DIPLAC for the FTI programme. Works have just started and JICA is worried about
the quality of works possible with the limited budget of USD 10,000. In their opinion the cost
ceiling should be reviewed considering the operation and maintenance costs and transport costs
as well. Technical assistance and supervision at the district level was found to be weak.
UDEBA Lab grew out of and replaced UDEBA which was a former programme of the Mozambican
Government which was financed by the Netherlands and founded in 1990.
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Findings and observations of UDEBA Lab, Non Government Organisation

UDEBA Lab stands for Unit of Development and Basic Education. Lab has been in existence
since Nov. 2005. At the moment, UDEBA Lab’s activities are limited to the province of Gaza with
a view to expanding country wide sometime in the future. The major goal is to train and guide
basic education but the construction component is also a part of their work. Another mission is
the training of the communities in basic administration. UDEBA has built about 100 classrooms
for primary education. Other projects completed are: construction of bakeries, dispensaries and
education boarding schools. UDEBA participated in the design and set up of the FTI programme
which is now being implemented by MEC.
UDEBA Lab is a national NGO which depends on foreign funds for the implementation of its
programmes. Each programme is led by an autonomic acting manager who reports monthly to
his or her directors. The main objective in the community work is the training of community
members to manage small projects independently.
In the Province of Gaza, UDEBA Lab is presently constructing low cost primary schools financed
and monitored by JICA. The life span of their low cost school buildings is indicated by UDEBA
Lab to be 20 years. They have commented however that some of the local materials used - for
example the roof sheets, have a life span of only 10 years.
Discussion of low-cost construction

How can designs for nationwide application in Mozambique, allow low cost solutions and at the
same time consider other methods than conventional construction? How can designs be adapted
to different local circumstances and at the same time ensure the required function and life span
of the structures? The answer is to adopt a flexible standard design concept with a basic durable
and simple structure, which allows design variations for different local requirements. A crucial
element for the design, applicable for all variations, is to clearly state the minimum standards for
its function as a school building. In so doing it is essential to ensure the quality of the construction
as a shelter from rain, wind, and erosion. Furthermore, the design must:
allow proper ventilation
provide sufficient day light illumination
offer basic health and hygiene facilities
use environmentally friendly construction materials
provide security and stability in its structure
quarantine low operation and maintenance costs
The use of particular building materials should be restricted. The frequent use of field burned
clay bricks, in some areas, is a disadvantage for low cost construction due to its negative environmental impact. Considering the low capacity of re-forestation in the country and the huge
quantities of timber burned during the production of these bricks, the field burned clay bricks
should be avoided where possible. The inefficient production process causes serious damage to
the already limited natural resources. Similarly, the use of hardwood timber for roof structures
should be reduced as well.
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Proposal for phase II of the school construction programme co-financed by the German
Government

In order to achieve low initial building costs and at the same time good quality with low operation and maintenance costs Graf and Marrufo recommend the implementation of Phase II of the
school construction programme co-financed by the German government, taking into account
the following main features:
flexible architectural and structural concepts in order to adapt to the different local requirements, alternative low cost materials and methods
awarding contracts for construction works to smaller companies (NGOs) while at the same
time providing more technical assistance
tender standardised parts of the structure separately, but in large quantities, in order for all
schools to receive good quality at low costs
consultant to provide additional accompanying services to enhance the low capacities of local
contractors and to integrate the local community in anticipation of future maintenance of
structures
Architectural Concept for phase II of the school construction programme co-financed by the
German Government

The architectural design concept is founded on a basic classroom room type of a simple but
durable quality structure and aimed at a minimum life span of 30 years. This basic type, which
meets the minimum requirements on functionality for schooling purposes, is designed to allow
adaptations at a minimum of additional costs. The proposed design packages offer flexible solutions
for different buildings types and finishes.
The basic design of a classroom building, equipped with security grills at doors and windows only,
can be adapted by adding proposed design variations, for example glass windows, mosquito netting
and electrical illumination for evening classes. The buildings can be upgraded to a rural secondary
school. The flexible design options covers the various climatic conditions within Mozambique:
from a windy and hot sea climate in the province of Inhambane, to the fresh mountain climate
in the province of Manica as well as being adaptable to the special problems of a low water table
in Beira. The design also includes the option of rain water collection for locations with difficult
geological conditions for boreholes. The architectural concept considers the use of locally available,
low cost materials and offers solutions for sites with difficult access and environmental conditions.
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Extract of significant, innovative design SOLUTIONS of the proposed architectural LOW COST
concept, phAse II:
TASK
At several locations hardcore is not available and has to be transported to the
sites over long distances at high costs.
SOLUTION
Replace hardcore with a double layer of DPM, gliding foils allow shrinking
of the concrete slab and prevents capillary water rising.
TASK
Cracks in the floor slab and screed.
SOLUTION
Installation of monolithic concrete floor slabs without cement screed finishes
separated from walls, proper curing and expansion joints, allow for shrinking.
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TASK
SOLUTION
TASK
SOLUTION
TASK
SOLUTION

Wall finishes: Plasterwork and paint, high initial and maintenance costs.
Specify fair faced concrete bricks without plasterwork and paint.
Cross ventilation in classrooms, cool room climate.
Single sloped roof structure allows permanent cross ventilation at the highest
room level, underneath the roof cover, without disturbing the air at desk level.
Erosion due to roof water, humid walls due to splash water.
Installation of simple but effective construction details to prevent erosion and
protect the building.

Extract of significant, innovative design SOLUTIONS of the proposed structural LOW COST
concept, PHASE II:
TASK
Complicated structures are often not understood on site and therefore create
the risk of defects during construction.
SOLUTION
Simple, understandable load bearing structure applicable for all building types
like classrooms, administration blocks and teacher houses.
TASK
Weak footings endanger the stability of the entire structure, over designed
foundations are expensive.
SOLUTION
Due to the limited loads for single storey buildings, the size and depths of
foundations can be minimised. The proposed design calculates a solid foundation at optimised costs. To reduce risks of differential settlement due to varying
soil condition a cost effective and efficient solution was found by reinforcing
strip foundations and the mortal layer of the foundation walls.
TASK
Reinforced concrete columns are time and cost consuming; in some remote
areas shuttering materials are not available.
SOLUTION
Load bearing walls without columns.
TASK
Roof structure, the most expensive detail of low cost structures, yet the most
important part of a building in view of functionality and life span, was found
with extreme quality deficits and very different, sometimes unstable details.
SOLUTION
Design a simple and unique roof structure applicable for all buildings. Main
requirements are lightweight and suitably sized members to allow transport to
sites with difficult access conditions, an easy system for assembling and erecting
on site and a system to allow prefabrication to ensure quality and low costs
with bulk orders.
Tasks recommended for Phase II of the school construction programme co-financed by the
German Government

-

cooperate with MEC as Project Executing Agency
examination of construction sites
preparation of site plans, existing situation
project preparation
pre-qualification or assist in short listing of contractors
detailed design, bill of quantities, specifications
establishment of tender documents according to the national procurement procedures
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-

preparation of tender documents
assisting during tender process
evaluation of bids
proposal of award of contracts
supervision of construction
assistance in supply of basic furniture for classrooms, offices and staff houses
financial monitoring of the programme
acceptance of works after completion
reporting quarterly to MEC and KfW
Establish and coordinate for all three provinces the several separate tenders for civil construction works on provincial level, the material supply on national and international level
Organize and synchronize the timing for delivery of diverse separate contracted materials
and services
Maintenance system should be applied for phase II of the project integrating the community
during construction to increase technical understanding in view of future maintenance
Motivate the sub-contractors and NGOs to involve the communities, from setting out of
buildings to participating in assembly of the prefabricated roof, in view of future maintenance
Establish simple contract conditions appropriate for provincial use
Establish simple supervision systems appropriate for provincial use
Set up an accounting and disbursement system appropriate for provincial use

Preliminary time estimation

For the Project preparation stage we are estimating 10 calendar months for the consultant’s
services to cover:
Verification and inspection of sites
Surveying and preparation of site maps and contour plans of existing situation
Detailed working drawings varying to different local requirement in the 3 provinces
Specification and description of works (Scope or BOQ)
Pre-qualification of contractors, shortlist of contractors
Preparation of tender and contract documents
The tender procedures as an ongoing process are estimated to last about 12 months for:
Invitation to tender
Pricing and submission
Analysing of bids and contract awards have to be carried out simultaneously at intervals
according to the construction volume possible and the limited capacities of the provincial
contractors
The construction period for one school with 5 classrooms, 2 teacher houses, one administration
building and latrines is estimated between 6 to 8 calendar months depending on access conditions
to the site.
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Cross-Sector and Multi-Institutional
Assessments Study on School
Construction Costs in Yemen
Constantin Döring

Dipl.-Ing. Civil Engineer VDI, GET German Education and Traning GmbH Cologne, Germany

Background1

During the last ten years Yemen has increased educational opportunities for boys and girls going to
primary school: boys by 15% and girls by 38%. In 2002 the GoY developed and formally adopted
the Basic Education Development Strategy (BEDS), which aims to reform the education system.
In 2005 the public expenditure share in the education sector was 21.2%.
In 2006 a number of important policy measures were undertaken:
•
Draft Medium Term Results Framework (MTRF) presented by the Ministry of Education
in the second Joint Annual Review (JAR) in May 2006.
•
As part of the MTRF, the MoE presented its first comprehensive annual work plan for 2007
for basic education.
•
School fees for girls from grade 1-6 and boys from grade 1-3 were abolished.
•
Teacher posts are now linked to schools.
•
Schools are asked to support parents’ participation through the organisation of parents’
councils (Mothers’ and Fathers’ Councils).
Further to budgetary constraints just as in many other developing countries, Yemen faces the
need for a cost-effective school construction solution. But cost-efficiency often conflicts with other
considerations, such as quality, and has a tendency to disregard the complexity of the general
framework in which school construction efforts take place.
The high need to expand access to basic education in order to achieve the Millenium Devlopment
Goals and the rising construction costs require a review and comparison of the existing implementation systems and procedure concerning their efficiency and ability to increase their capacity.
If construction of new classrooms and facilities does not gain serious momentum, it seems unlikely
that Yemen will succeed in matching the Millennium Development Goals 2 and 3: “ensure all boys
and girls complete a full course of primary education by 2015” (MDGR Yemen, 2005). According
to that target, approximately 11,800 classrooms and 950 other school facilities would have to be
added annually, an increase of 49% of current classroom production per year.
1

The Assesment Study is financed by the German Development Bank KfW and initiated with the cooperation of the
Ministry of Education of the Government of Yemen.
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Against this background, the first step for improvement was taken by MoE with the support of KfW
by developing the Terms of Reference for the cross-sector and multi-institutional assessment study
on school construction costs in Yemen. The study should support all stakeholders in identifying
areas of improvement in the school construction sector, based on a holistic situational analysis of
all sectors involved in the process.
Study Objectives

According to the TOR the objectives of the study are:
•
To identify solutions for school construction which are better in terms of educational requirements and cost effectiveness, including maintenance, on the basis of a cross-sector and
multi-institutional assessment.
•
To serve as a basis for the ongoing process of revision of existing and issuing of new national
regulations with regard to the procedures and designs applied in school construction in
Yemen.
The Study Concept

Table 1 displays the study concept, which is based on a compulsory methodology applied in all
four different “sectors” which includes (i) setting a baseline for result comparison through desk
research analysis, (ii) data collection based on the original project plans of the identified target
schools (“As-Planned”) and (iii) field research and data collection of the actual situation (“As-Built”).
The findings were then presented, discussed and completed by panel discussions at the expert
level in order to ensure the comprehensiveness of the researched list of influencing cost factors.

	
  Table 1: Study Conception

	
  

Concepts, Models & Definitions
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A direct cost comparison between different school types erected by the various implementation
agencies is currently difficult and sometimes even impossible. Some reasons related to design and
construction costs are:
•
Variety of different school types (1, 3, 6, 9, 12 classroom schools; satellite and cluster schools;
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•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

single, double and multi-storey constructions)
Variety of construction activities for schools (new schools, additions, extensions, refurbishments and mixed activities)
Different classroom sizes and m²/student basis, varying from less than 22m² (BEIP/divided classroom) to over 50m² (BEDP) gross area per classroom, and 1.67m²/student (FTI,
3-classroom school) to 3.14 m²/student (BEDP, large schools) for gross surface area of the
entire school
Inclusion or exclusion of school facilities (administration rooms, boundary wall, extracurricular rooms etc.) and of furniture in the school design and their different quantitative
impact on overall school cost
Usage of different parameters for calculations of total m², distorting cost/m² figures, e.g.
inclusion or exclusion of paved areas, flat roof areas etc. and use of different currencies and
varying exchange rates
Different structural systems, specifications and material selection, resulting in different
quality standards
Constant revision of standard school types, making cost comparisons difficult even within
one organisation
Significant devaluation of the Yemeni Rial and material cost increase complicating cost
comparisons for schools constructed in different years
Remoteness of construction sites and difficulty of access, creating base cost variations of up
to 40%
Exclusion of administrative, planning, supervision and maintenance costs in overall school
cost
Different amounts and types of community contributions for local school constructions

In order to ensure the data integrity leading to fully comparable analysis results of the four sectors,
four crucial concept models adapted to the Yemeni environment were defined and represent the
backbone structure of this study:
•
FFS Concept – The Fully Functional School Concept
•
LCC Model – The Lifecycle Cost Model
•
BLS Model – Cost Optimised Baseline School Model
•
UCI
– Unified Cost Indicator Concept
FFS – The Fully Functional School Concept

The first step required to investigate cost efficient solutions for a construction project is to define
precisely the desired outputs. As the schools are built in very different environments, with highly
divergent physical requirements, a general guideline needs to be developed, supporting the engineers in designing the school according to the environmental and educational requirements,
and the Yemeni culture.
According to the research results, there should be minimum requirements set for a school to be
regarded as being “fully functional”. For this purpose, a “Fully Functional School Requirement”Matrix was created. The requirement matrix is based on a regional context approach, which
considers different facilities as mandatory depending on the function, the location and the size of
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the school as displayed in figure 2 below.

Table 2: FFS- Concept in the regional context
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As an example, a “fully functional” 6-classroom Rural Cluster School should have the following
items and facilities in place to fulfil the proposed FFS-Concept standards:
•
School yard with min 6m² per student and not smaller than 1000m²
•
Classroom size of 53 m² gross floor area or 47.6m² net floor (1.0m² for 48 pupils)
•
1No. Administration Room
•
1No. Teacher’s Room
•
1No. Headmaster’s Room
•
1No. Storage room
•
1No. Laboratory Room with laboratory worktop and storage facilities
•
1No. Library Room and Book Store Room
•
1No.Multipurpose Room
•
8No. Toilet cubicles for pupils, preferably pit latrine type
•
2No. Toilet cubicles for teachers, preferably pit latrine type
•
1No. Sheltered drinking water point, near to administation unit including separate soak
away pit (if fresh water available, alternatively a well)
•
Furniture: 108No. pupils desks with attached bench and 6 teachers desks
•
Fresh Water and electricity supply (if available)
•
Boundary wall with foundations and columns (height should not exceed 1.4m)
•
External Works, e.g. continuous paving around buildings, parking area with well compacted
soil, litter bins, stairs (where necessary), paved areas, canopies, benches, 1No. flag pole,
volleyball pitch, school garden, entrance gate
•
Landscaping with indigenous trees to provide shade and shrubs (if regional applicable)
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•
•
•
•

Minimum of 8No. teachers
Possibility of multi-grade teaching and of running two shifts, daily
Maintenance for 30 years
Maintenance kit provided at school

In addition to all listed requirements, there is still need for adequate staffing, operation and supervision, before the school can be considered to be fully functional.
LCC – The Lifecycle Cost Model

As a result of the detailed analysis, the following LCC Model (Table 3) has been developed. The
LCC includes all cost factors related to the infrastructure requirements based on the BLS model
in accordance to the
FFS concept. It clearly
Initial construction cost and Lifecycle cost of the fully functional Baseline
indicates the actual
school (based on a Life Cycle of 30 years with annual maintenance
importance and impact of the cost factors
expenditures of 3% of the initial construction cost).
on the total costs of a
school throughout its
life cycle.

Table 3:
LCC Model Cost
Distribution

Initial Construction Cost

Life-Cycle Cost
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1.4.3

UCI – The standardised Unified Cost Indicator
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UCI – The standardised Unified Cost Indicator

The first step to actually allow direct and precise analysis of costs is to agree on a standard for the
calculation of rates. This process of standardisation is essential in order to develop appropriate
and effective tools to streamline the processes and to increase overall cost-effectiveness, quality
and timeliness in the school construction sector.
A feasible standard UCI describes the life cycle costs per square meter gross building identified in
the LCC model in Chapter 5.3.2 for a school fulfilling the FFS concept conditions for a sample
BLS as described above. All facilities mentioned in the LCC can then be described ”in a ratio
system” of the UCI and separately discussed and improved without disregarding the other essential
cost factors that are required to actually achieve the desired result of a “fully functional school”.
This approach requires a separate UCI calculation for each school type and guarantees a realistic
comparison of data, taking the scale and complexity of the project types into account.
Table 4: UCI Sample Calculations for the 6CLR-Size BLS US$ ‘000

Item
Buildings

Cost US$
129,72
21,50
2,60
2,33
156,15
94,14
2,50
12,51
109,15
265,30

UCI (%)
48,89%
8,10%
0,98%
0,88%
58,86%
35,48%
0,94%
4,72%
41,14%
100,00%

Facility
Cost US$
Cost for the 6 Classrooms
71,63
Laboratory / Multipurpose Room
16,45
Library
16,18
Pupil Toilets
4,51
Boundary Wall
14,59
Landscaping
0,53
THIS FIGURES ARE BASED ON THE BLS model

UCI (%)
27,0%
6,2%
6,1%
1,7%
5,5%
0,2%

External works

Utilities supply
Demolition works
Sub total Civil Works
Maintenance (30 years)
Planning / programming
Design / supervision
Sub total services
Total cost

Table 4 displays a few sample UCI factors for budgeting purposes. Thirteen sample cost factors of the LCC model are
displayed with their respective UCI factor.

The value of the UCI for the different FFS school types vary according to their specific requirements. This approach permits an adequate and precise forecast for each FFS school type, preventing
underestimations of the actual scope and budget of school construction projects.
Summary of Findings

1.
82

The school construction sector in Yemen is currently characterized by rapid changes due
to a number of loans and grants for educational reform which have to be executed in time.
The process is to a large extent driven by the MDG challenges to provide access to basic
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2.

education to all Yemeni citizens by 2015. All stakeholders involved, donors, ministries and
implementing agencies at present suffer from a lack of coordination and communication, and
a multitude of different implementation methods and strategies. The study aims to gather
information on school construction, concentrating on cost effectiveness, on the basis of a
cross-sector and multi-institutional assessment. Moreover, the study should search for cost
reduction potentials and thus serve as a basis for revising existing and issuing new national
regulations related to school construction.
In order to find a common understanding of the types of cost (short-term – long-term) and
to make the multitude of school construction by different implementing agencies measurable,
four concepts and models have been developed to serve as basic assumptions:
• FFS Concept:		
“Fully Functional School”
• LCC Model:		
“Life-cycle Costs” (30 years)
• BLS Model:		
“Cost optimised base-line school”
• UCI Concept:		
“Unified Cost Indicator”
These concepts have been scrutinized for the development of one sample school, 6-classroom size with an optimised design, to serve as a benchmark for the comparison of the
investigated schools and implementation systems, and as a guideline for the development
of cost reducing proposals in the next step.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The study has been undertaken as empirical research by four teams: architecture, economics,
procurement and sociology, based on cluster research in four target Governorates.
The technical and architectural research findings show a significant potential for cost savings.
Most of them can be realised as short-term measures. More adequate site selection, appropriate
master plans and adaption and also modest standard designs with maintenance-friendly
materials can lead to cost reductions of 20% or more from current levels.
Another important cost saving factor is construction site supervision. Competent site supervision securing quality control saves about 10% in maintenance, based on the lifecycle
costs model.
Operation and maintenance (O&M) can be identified as the most important saving factor
in a long-term perspective of school construction costs. This factor sums up to 40% of a
lifecycle of 30 years. When no O&M-budgets are foreseen, very short life spans of schools
or extremely high maintenance or refurbishment costs (up to 190% of the ideal lifecycle
costs in a 30-year time frame) are likely.
An additional factor identified is the lack of capacity of the contractors in the construction
business. This factor needs strong attention in order to reduce the costs of school construction
in the long term, as all technical improvements in the planning and procurement processes
must be realised by the contractors. They currently lack the capacity to do so, and their lack
of trust in their own cost calculations additionally leads to unnecessary unit rate increases.
The economic and legal framework in which school construction is embedded has a strong
influence on the cost factors as identified in the LCC. The world market prices of construction
materials (concrete, iron /steel and fuels) have caused costs to skyrocket and induced inflation
which has had an overall impact on the price and wage level in the country. Unfortunately,
the potential for cost savings here is very limited since prices of imported materials can
hardly be influenced. If at all, cost reduction can be reached through optimised designs,
since the use of local materials does not fulfil the requirements of the quality of execution
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8.

in the cost-intensive material requirements and could also lead to delayed cost increases in
the maintenance budgets.
Empirical research on community participation has shown that communities are interested in education, but that they do not significantly contribute to cost savings in school
construction. There is hardly any realistic contribution to be expected over and above the
officially expected 5%, and it is questionable if such an approach is actually cost reducing,
as the required organisational and project preparation efforts are usually very time and
manpower intensive. The field survey shows that “community participation” is often an
artificial construct and the expected contributions are just shifted to the responsibility of
the contractor as a precondition before starting the construction works.

Summing up, the technical sector has an overall potential for cost reductions of up to 25%
compared to current practises, combining a series of short-term improvements with a set of longterm capacity building measures. Moreover, capacity building within the implementing agencies
and better coordination and cooperation between them through improved standards and unified
regulations can lead to further cost reductions of more than 10% based on the current costs, given
a generally positive attitude towards reform.
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Eight Schools for West Bank,
Palestinian Territories
Karl Rechthaler, Architect, Sontheim, Germany
Knaus Mertes, Architects, Stuttgart, Germany

Introduction

The Palestinian Authority received a grant of € 5 million from the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany to support employment generation in West Bank by a School Rehabilitation,
Construction and Extension Programme (EGP VII) to be financed through KfW-Entwicklungsbank.
The Programme was to socially support the peace and reconstruction process in the West Bank by
improving the physical infrastructure of formal basic and secondary education. The programme
was also aimed at creating employment opportunities for Palestinian workers in the construction
sector - by stressing the need to apply, wherever possible, labour-intensive means of construction.
The Programme was handled as an open programme, i.e. the exact number of schools and the scope
of rehabilitation and extension in each case
was only determined during implementation. Within a preparatory phase 31 schools
were proposed by the Ministry of Education
and Higher Education. They were analysed
in detail and a final selection of 8 schools was
done on the basis of a defined set of criteria.

The 6 new constructed schools:
Al Jalazoon, Ramallah
Tubas, Qabatia
Al Yamoon, Jenin
Al Aroob, Hebron
Bait Ommar, Hebron
Jaba Al Rahmeh, Hebron
The 2 postponed and
redesigned schools of EGP IV:
Deir Sharaf, Nablus
Um Al Toot, Qabatia
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Responsibility for planning, design and implementation (including site supervision) of the Programme rested with a Palestinian consultant (MADAR Consulting, Ramallah), who was assisted
and advised by an “International Architectural Advisor” (IAA) (Rechthaler Knaus Mertes, Stuttgart). A programme period of 24 months was set as target.
Programme Programme

The Programme’s main objectives were defined as:
•
Improvement of the school infrastructure in the West Bank
•
Generating job opportunities on a short term and temporary base
The indicators for the objectives to be achieved were defined as:
•
Construction or rehabilitation of classrooms and other rooms
•
Generation of days of employment (with the target that labour content would be not less
than 30% of total construction cost and 45,000 labour days)

Basic School in a garage at Yatta

Physical Achievements

	
  

Basic School in a converted detached house at Bait Ommar

	
  

EGP VII managed to achieve:
A total of 108 classrooms – being 8 fully functional schools consisting of 96 classrooms, 12
rehabilitated classrooms,
7 teacher rooms, 2 rehabilitated teacher rooms, 6 administration units, 2 rehabilitated administration units, 5 arts and crafts rooms, 9 laboratories, 6 computer rooms, 5 home economic rooms,
8 libraries, 6 rooms for social workers, 8 multi purpose halls, 8 ‘canteens’, 108 toilet units, 8 new
school yards and playgrounds – all with a total construction area of 15,828 sqm.
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The overall objective and both programme goals were successfully achieved:
1. With the single-shift utilisation of 96 newly constructed class-rooms and 12 rehabilitated
classrooms in the West Bank and with an average occupancy rate of 40 students per class
3,840 new school places were created and additional 257 places rehabilitated and maintained - a total of 4097 places.
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School at Tubas

School at Al Jalazoon

School at Deir Sharaf (Extension)

School at Hebron

School at Bait Omar

Open Multipurpose Hall at Deir Sharaf

The International Architectural Advisor
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2.
•
•
3.

Employment was generated and - considered in terms of labour content and labour days the goal was overachieved by more than 150%:
The overall labour content of the programme was 45 % out of total construction cost.
The number of labour days generated was 62,131.
Furthermore, with the new classrooms and schools the programme has generated additional
permanent employment for new teachers and other school staff.

The International Architectural Advisor

The major task of the International Architectural Advisor was to assist and support the Ministry
of Education and Higher Education and the Local Consultant in the design and supervision and
quality control of the programme with particular emphasis on the planning and design of stateof-the-art schools, i.e.:
•
Improvement in the design and quality of completed school buildings
•

Efficient yet low-cost sun
breakers

A clear and visible “value-addition” for the new schools versus the standard type of schools
previously constructed without such external professional support

	
  

Multipurpose Hall at Al Aroob

	
  

Gardening by Students at Al Jalazoon Secondary School

In this respect IAA prepared and conducted a one week workshop in Germany for MEHE officials
and the local consultant at the start of the programme. The workshop discussed the opportunities
which could emerge from contemporary state-of-the-art school design with a potentially positive
impact on the EGPVII program in the West Bank.
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This exchange of experience and open discussion of alternative design concepts amongst all participants facilitated a continuous positive dialogue and created a basis for a more effective and
efficient teamwork.
The workshop was a key element in ensuring the success of the programme.
Cost

The cost analysis shows that the schools of EGP VII, designed as per the budget restrictions,
structural principles and building regulations of EGP IV, seem economically more efficient than
the schools of EGP IV and of other programmes (AFD). This was achieved without any loss in
quality or function.
EGP VII

Programme
Tender year

AFD

EGP IV

EGP IV

Euro

Euro

Euro

USD

2005

2004

2001

2001

Students

3.840

2.760

2.440

2.440

Construction area

15.828

10.395

9.156

9.156

New classrooms

96

69

61

61

School Rooms

148

98

85

85

Build+ Ext.works

40.406

44.028

49.932

44.939
38.229

Cost per
classroom (C.R)
Cost per m2
Cost per school
room (C.R+
Laboratories)
Cost per Student

Only Buildings

34.505

36.014

49.932

Build+ Ext.works

245

292

333

299

Only Buildings

209

239

333

255

Build+ Ext.works

26.209

30.999

35.833

32.250

Only Buildings

22.382

25.356

35.833

27.435

Build+ Ext.works

1.010

1.101

1.248

1.123

Only Buildings

863

900

1.248

956

Additionally the following sustainable and low-maintenance components were included in the
Programme schools:
•
Multipurpose Hall - for school and community use
•
Totally closed and weather protected circulation area
•
A new colour concept
•
Water tank for retention of rain water and grey water for toilet flushing
•
New drinking fountains
•
Internal seating and rest areas
•
Custom-designed school yards
•
Plants and additional seating in the landscaped areas
•
External walls of all schools cladded with local natural stone
These items were not included either in the design or in the budget of the earlier German-funded
school construction programmes. However, where these additional items are implemented there is
more usable space and better quality in construction and function with new schools for a budget
lower than in the previous programmes.
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Classrooms - New Colour Concept

		

Improvements – Achievements

	
  

	
  

Drinking Fountain old (left) and new

	
  

To sum up, the major characteristics of the programme are:
•
Eight schools with their own specific appearance and atmosphere:
•
Respect of the urban situation, urban integration in mass and scale
•
Design adapted to the existing topography, with internal or external amphitheatres
•
access for disabled on two floors
•
Taking into consideration regional architectural and traditional elements, such as court yards,
plants (olive trees, palms, etc), window elements, local stone for the façades, etc.
•
Designed external areas and spaces : mix of surfaces composed of paved, gravelled, green and
asphalted areas, individual spaces for resting and teaching in shaded areas planted with trees
as much as possible; school gardens for growing vegetables, fruits and flowers, functional
drinking fountains
•
Introduction of a covered Multipurpose Hall as the “heart of the school” with possibilities
of a flexible utilisation by the school and by the neighbourhood community.
•
Rainwater harvesting by provision of water tanks for irrigation and grey water utilisation
for flushing of toilets.
•
Simple but effective sun breaker systems to avoid glare and overheating
It needs to be pointed out that all schools built under this programme are better maintained and
see less vandalism compared to schools constructed under previous programmes on the basis of
so-called “standard designs”.There appears to be a strong positive correlation between the increased
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Section through School at Tubas and upper court yard
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Multipurpose Halls at Tubas, Hebron and Al Yamoon Schools

	
  

identification of teachers and students with their school resulting from the new and improved
designs and this change of attitude.
Further it can be reported that principals use the Multi Purpose Halls for school events, for theatres,
as a cinema and receive requests from other schools to share in the use of the MPH. In addition,
the students and teachers are often using the MPH and/or the closed weather-protected corridors
like a gallery to present their works or for information.

	
  

School Theatre Event at Tubas School with an audience of approximately 1,200 students

General Conclusion

	
  

The need for new schools, extensions and rehabilitations in the West Bank is still immense. The
same applies to the generation of employment as there is no substantial improvement of the ecomic
framework conditions in view for the Palestinian Territories and restrictions of movements inside
and outside of the West Bank are likely to remain in place for the foreseeable future, including a
very strong restriction on employment for Palestinians in Israel.

This programme Rehabilitation, Construction and Extension of Schools in West Bank is part of the
EGP VII (Employment Generation Programme VII), co-Financed by the Federal Republic of Germany
through KfW-Entwicklungsbank in collaboration with the Palestinian National Authority, Ministry
of Education and Higher Education, Directorate General for Buildings and Programmes, Ramallah.
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School Building in
Developing Countries:
The Value of Site-specific Designs
Eberhard Knapp
Architect, Berlin

1.

The Core of the Problem: providing Access to Education

Education, especially primary education, has been identified as one of the critical requirements to
reduce poverty in the world and to enable societies to develop. Accordingly, the United Nations
have defined as the second of the Millennium Development Goals the achievement of universal
primary education.
However, with only five years left until the 2015 deadline to achieve these MDGs, much still
remains to be done – also in respect of the physical infrastructure. “In all regions, inequalities in
access to education continue to pose major barriers to fully attaining the MDG 2 target of ensuring that,
by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, can complete a full course of primary schooling.” 1
Even if it where not for the MDGs – it is obvious to any observer visiting educational facilities in
most of the developing world that these are generally inadequate – not only in their quality and
state of maintenance but, more importantly, in terms of sheer numbers. The existing facilities are
mostly – irrespective of their physical standards – very much overutilised, with class-populations
often exceeding 60 or 70 students per classroom. In other, mostly more remote areas, children
go without schooling - or attend schools in very makeshift classrooms: in caves, under trees or
in converted rooms - such as store-rooms, garages, residential buildings, etc, which are usually
wholly unsuitable for learning purposes.
In the face of ever-growing populations the shortfall is constantly increasing, often in the face of
decreasing budgets and available funding. In many countries Governments have in recent years
introduced a policy of “Free Primary Education” – which has further exacerbated the problem,
e.g. in Kenya, the introduction of free primary education in 2003 led to an increase in primary
student numbers - without a concomitant increase in the available educational facilities. “Since the
introduction of FPE many more poor children go to school. At the same time, the number of children sent
to private primary schools has nearly tripled and the results from some state primary schools have fallen.”2
Governments in most countries are very much aware of this challenge and make available large
amounts of money to provide additional infrastructure in order to improve access to education.
They are supported in their endeavours by international donors – both multilateral and bilateral,
1
2

See: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/education.shtml
IIG Briefing Paper, August 2009: „Lessons from Kenya’s introduction of free primary education”; http://www.iig.ox.ac.
uk/output/briefingpapers/pdfs/iiG-briefingpaper-03-kenya-primary-education.pdf
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Fig. 1: Overcrowded School (Mombasa) 			

Fig. 2: Makeshift School (Hajja, Yemen)

private organizations and individual sponsors. The struggle is, however, very much an uphill
struggle! And there is an ongoing debate about how best to improve “access” to education.
2. Advantages of “Standard Designs”?

As observed by the author over the years and in many developing countries, the most common
approach to dealing with this challenge is the attempt to standardise, to virtually “industrialise”
the “manufacture” of school facilities. It has been postulated that this is the most economic and
efficient way of providing large numbers of classrooms in the shortest possible time period.
Which advantages does the application of “standard designs” for school construction supposedly
hold?
1. Necessary design work is minimised: standard designs imply the once-off thorough preparation of architectural drawings and plans (including shop-drawings) with a very generic
typology, which can then be adapted to suit any given site with ease. Once a design has
been developed and all the details have been determined, including necessary structural
calculations, etc., such adaptations (and thus, final designs!) can be largely done by qualified
draughtsmen or technicians by merely adding (“cut-and-paste”) the appropriate design units
in a manner that fits onto a given piece of land.
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Fig. 3: Standard Design School (Gaza) 			

Fig. 4: Standard Design School (Nairobi)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Speed of project preparation and implementation: as indicated above, adaptations of
standard designs to fit a given site are easily done and do not require any thorough site analysis
or further studies. It is easy to design large numbers of classroom units according to standard
designs, which can be reproduced unendingly and with the need of only minimal additional
further detailed design or planning work. Thus, time required to prepare tender documents
is reduced to a minimum. This approach allows for a considerable shortening of the design
period of a given school – at least by 6 months. Seen in relation to the anticipated life cycle
of a school – taken at 40 years – this would, however, only be 1.25%.
Planning cost – is consequently greatly reduced – as outlined above (2). The professional
requirements for the planning of such standard design schools are minimal (approx. 4% of
construction cost) and thus less expensive than would be the case with site specific-designs
(approx. 6% of construction cost).
Construction supervision and quality control: site supervisors and quality controllers will
be more knowledgeable concerning the onsite requirements when supervising works
on the basis of standard designs – which
would probably be well-known to them.
This should result in a better quality of
construction for the new school.
Standard designs are more appropriate
for contractors in a developing environment. This is considered to be true as
local contractors often find it difficult to
correctly read and understand architectural
drawings. With standard designs the work
is more of a repetitive nature and mistakes
are less likely to occur. This applies, of
course, not only to the execution of works
but also to the tendering for contracts
where BoQs need to be understood and
Fig. 5: Typical “Standard Design School”
Fig. 6: Elevations and Sections (Gaza)
priced – which is, admittedly, difficult in
a place where the average contractor may
not be literate!
Visibility and recognition: schools built
on the basis of standard designs usually have
an architecture which makes them easily
recognizable and identifiable. This may be
considered to be an advantage, especially
in poor communities.
Implementation of standard designs
leads to lower costs: it is often stated
that the application of standard designs
will result in cost-reductions: the “massproduction” of classrooms should lead to
economies of scale and thus to lower cost
of construction.
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8.

Access to education is critical in providing education for all – architecture and design of
spaces are of little relevance to the quality of education.

Total savings that may be achieved by applying the standard design approach would, by itself, be
only some 2 – 3% of total construction cost and are the result of a much reduced input in the
early planning and design stages.
Indeed, upon closer inspection, most of the above arguments show themselves to be very valid –
with the exception of only the last two points: cost of construction and the relevance of quality
of architectural spaces.
Some of the above points will, however, also have negative implications:
-- Entrusting of inadequately qualified technicians or engineers with planning and design work;
-- Heavily reducing or minimising of the planning time.
When using standard designs, planning and design input is reduced to the minimum possible - as
result of a mainly politically motivated desire to obtain as many as possible new classrooms in as
short as possible a time. To make matters worse, professional fees are often reduced to the lowest
possible level – with the obvious consequence that this type of “government work” is mostly left
to the less experienced, less qualified or even under-qualified professionals in a practice.
At the same time, often civil engineers are employed instead of architects. Whilst the former are
certainly well-qualified to plan and execute major civil works, the intricacies of purpose-built
educational facilities require the expertise of a qualified professional with state-of-the-art experience
in educational architecture.
I have no doubt that properly considering these two aspects, the quality of school buildings built
in developing countries will increase significantly without a concomitant increase in the cost of
such school infrastructure, especially not if life cycle cost1 are taken into consideration.
The better and professional application of design-specific criteria in the planning process will result
in a more efficient and sustainable utilisation of scarce resources, will improve the educational
environment - and thus ultimately positively impact the academic achievement of learners.
In addition, the likely benefits of applying the site-specific design approach would create many
more opportunities for a reduction in absolute costs – and would be reflected in improvements
of the following:
-- Foundations
-- Structural design
-- Reduction in operating cost over the life-cyle
-- Extended life-cycle
-- Optimisation of layouts and services (HVAC)
-- Minimisation of traffic spaces
These savings are quite obvious to the professional – and their potential impact is shown later
(see para. 3.8).
1
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Life cycle cost is defined as the total discounted dollar cost of owning, operating, maintaining, and disposing of a
building or a building system over a period of time.
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3. Cost of Construction – is increased by Standard Designs !

Thus, the argument that standard designs result in lower costs of construction can be dismissed
easily, at least in a free-market environment. Contractors usually build one or two schools only
and construction materials are purchased on the market as and when they are required. Economies
of scale (or “wholesale” discounts) are just not possible under such conditions. It therefore does
not impact on the overall cost of construction, whether the works are based on a standard design
or on an individual design. Only the standardization of specs can, in a given country, result in
cost reductions and later maintenance cost, e.g. when the utilization of certain ironmongery, a
particular model of handwash basin, or a defined brand of fighting fixtures, etc. is prescribed as
being compulsory for all schools in a given programme or period.
The standard design is, however, by definition deficient insofar as the cost-saving opportunities
which may be offered by a given site cannot be taken into consideration. Such opportunities are
of a great variety and range from soil conditions to topography, vegetation, climate, prevailing
winds, orientation, local resources, etc.
1. Soil conditions: these have a strong determining impact on the type and dimension of
foundations to be planned for and can be very cost-intensive. It would thus be important
to optimise foundations for the soil conditions prevailing in a given locality.
2. Topography: in standard designs, a given site will usually be made “to fit” the given design –
usually necessitating considerable cut-and-fill of soils (including possible rock-blasting works,
etc), the (environmentally negative) felling of trees, the damaging impact on groundwater
levels, etc. All these shortcomings can, obviously, be avoided with individual and site-specific
designs. The difference can be very cost-relevant!
3. Height of buildings: standard designs are nearly always developed for a given minimum
number of stories (e.g. 4 stories) – even if, in a specific location or as per specific restrictions, such height will never be reached in view of existing conditions (e.g. the school has
already reached the maximum number of classrooms permissible at 2 stories; limited size
of the local school-going population; etc.). If it were possible to take such limitations into
consideration - as would be the case with site-specific designs – considerable cost-reductions
in terms of foundations and structural reinforcement would be possible.
4. Seismic requirements: these normally differ between the different regions of a country –

Fig. 7: Site is made to fit the design 			
(small building beyond viaduct; Amman		

Fig. 8: Design is adapted to topograph
(Design by DIWI-Consult – for school in Jordan)
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5.
6.
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and their selective application according to the specific requirements of a given region will
also have significant consequences in terms of foundations and structural reinforcement.
Climatic conditions will differ from one region of a country to another and thus require
different approaches to dealing with insulation, downfall (rain or snow), etc.
Orientation of buildings is an extremely important factor influencing numerous aspects
which will have direct or indirect cost implications.
a.

The heating and cooling requirements of a building are strongly determined by its orientation – which thereby also define (present and future)
demands concerning the shading of classrooms and spaces.
Buildings should be so oriented as to have - in hot and arid regions – a minimal exposure to the sun, especially in the mornings, when most classes are
conducted. Ideally, this is achieved by ensuring that the narrow sides (gables)
of buildings face East and West, the wider sides (eaves) South and North.
Where this basic tenet is ignored - classrooms heat up unnecessarily, becoming very
uncomfortable during much of the year. This will increasingly lead to a demand for
additional air-conditioning facilities – which is ecologically undesirable (CO2-gene
ration) and leads to unnecessary additional cost.

b.

Ventilation of buildings (cross ventilation) is absolutely essential, and needs to be
carefully planned. It is a function of a building’s orientation – and could be considered
as part of the heating and cooling requirements. At the same time, proper ventilation
is essential for a healthy and pleasant environment.

c.

Other health considerations can also be addressed through proper building orientation, e.g. winter-time temperatures may drop to near-zero levels in some regions (the
effects of such cold on the health of learners may be further exacerbated by the custom
of sitting directly on the floor). Designs can mitigate such potentially negative impacts
and should strive to maximise the utilisation of natural heating (sun), to provide for
appropriate floors (insulation, material), etc.

d.

Shading mechanisms: at the same time, the wrong orientation of a building will not
only heat up a classroom (‘glasshouse’-effect), but also lead to glare at student-desk levels
which has to be mitigated by (unnecessary and costly) additional shading mechanisms
(louvres, window frames (‘chajjas’), extensions, etc). Alternatively, children will implement “self-help measures” (which are mostly neither very efficient nor very appealing!).

e.

Lighting: artificial lighting will be used where natural lighting is insufficient – as
result of improper orientation and/or poor detailed design of a building. In a good,
site-specific design such artificial lighting will be minimised – with a positive effect
not only on initial investment cost but also for the long-term operating cost (and the
energy efficiency) of a given building.

f.

Existing and future vegetation needs to be an intrinsic part of any design, as this,
too, may be appropriately used to impact the micro-climate at a given site. In addition, the presence of large, shade-giving trees are an invaluable asset for the quality of
any schoolyard or playground. By properly selecting trees best suited for a given site,
their climatic impact can be maximised. For example, the placing of deciduous trees
(which loose their leaves in winter-months) in front of an east-facing façade will allow
for shade (cooling) in hot summer months and also allow for solar warming on cold
winter mornings (energy efficiency!).
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Fig. 9 + 10: Low-Cost but well-designed shading mechanism can be very effective.
(Design: Madar, with Rechthaler + kma; Palestine)

7.

8.

Local resources: customarily, different types of building materials are used in the different
regions of a country. While such variations cannot be catered for with standard designs this
would indeed be possible with site-specific designs. Such an approach will benefit above
all the local economy – by relying on locally made building materials (e.g. burnt bricks,
locally available stone for cladding or for floors, etc.), which would also include an increased
possibility for the employment of local labour.
Furthermore, local materials are more often than not better suited to local climatic conditions and can – in the long term – be better maintained by local craftsmen, as they will be
familiar with such materials. Building technologies may be very regional and it is advisable
to follow local traditions and techniques and to take into account underlying attitudes and
skills of a given population. This will be a prerequisite for local ownership and sustainability,
as the possible scope of necessary maintenance and upkeep will be determined by such local
characteristics.
Site Layout: a proper site layout, based on a sound and thorough analysis, is the basis for
any good school building design. In preparing and applying standard designs this element
is very often largely ignored, i.e. the “designer” (technician or draughtsman) may not even
be able to visit the site in question. This will automatically exclude the possibility of taking
up and exploiting to the fullest the opportunities offered by a given site – and it should be
noted that - just as every site has its specific problems and difficulties - every site has its opportunities! “Windfall profits” that may occur and could be put to a good use would include
the urban neighbourhood, orientation, topography, groundwater availability, opportunities
for the catchment / retention of surface runoff waters, existing vegetation (to provide shade,
protection against wind) or fruits for the children to harvest!

On the basis of the above it should be quite indisputable that site-specific designs will always be
less costly than standard designs. This is borne out by empirical evidence: in a recently completed
construction project in the Westbank it was noted that considerable cost reductions had been
achieved by implementing site-specific designs. The following details were reported1:
1

Knapp, E: “School Building in developing Countries: Is Quantity the only Relevant Dimension of the Problem?”; in
Knapp, E., K. Noschis, C. Pasalar: “School Building Design and Learning Performance – with a Focus on Schools in
Developing Countries”, Lausanne 2007; p. 14f.
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Average Cost (EUR)

“Standard
Design”

“Innovative
Design”

Cost per Student
Cost per sqm
Cost per Classroom *)

1,417
302
48,312

1,044
253
41,778

Savings achieved
through
‘Innovative Design’
- 26 %
- 16 %
- 13 %

*) incl. proportional costs of special classrooms, offices, multi-purpose hall, covered areas
Table 1: Standard Design vs. Site-Specific Design: Comparison of Average Unit Cost

As is shown in the above table, the better schools are less costly - both in absolute and in relative
terms. The major aspects leading to the cost savings were:
Adapting the dimensions of the foundations to individual site and building requirements.
Developing designs which make optimal use of given site conditions, especially as concerns
sloped sites, where “standard design” would call for massive (and costly) site remodelling
works (cut-and-fill).
Reducing the share of traffic areas, e.g. by avoiding single-banded corridors.
9. Cost-efficient Designs require thorough Planning: It is important to understand that the
above cannot be achieved with standard designs – but requires qualified and dedicated input
by professionals – architects, landscape planners, educationalists.
It should be equally obvious that a complicated process (such as the construction of a large
building that needs to satisfy a large number of very divergent goals) which is not optimally
planned will not bring up optimal results in terms of all the goals to be achieved! And thus
ultimately be more costly than necessary! It therefore needs to be ensured that solid and
qualified planning forms the basis of any new construction work!
World Bank benchmark: in this context, a brief mention of the proposed benchmark unit cost
for “a classroom” is appropriate. As part of the “Indicative Framework”, the benchmark cost of US$
10,000 per classroom was defined at the launch of the "Education for All - Fast Track Initiative"
in June 2002 and re-confirmed by the Development Committee of the World Bank (WORLD
BANK, 2004). It is worth noting here that initial investment cost was defined as the only criterion
for assessing school infrastructure.
Setting such a “global benchmark” is about as stupid as it would be to say that a loaf of bread shall
cost US$ 1 everywhere in the world! Irrespective of exchange rates, the Gini-coefficient, availability
of alternative foodstuffs, local preferences, wheat production, climate, etc. As the excellent and
well-researched study of Döring1 shows it makes little sense to focus only on the initial investment cost. Rather, it is necessary to include the operating and maintenance cost of a given school
throughout its life cycle!
a) Operating and maintenance costs, i.e. while a certain solution may have a higher initial
investment cost, the cost of operating and maintaining the school building may be lower
due to the utilisation of more robust construction materials, stronger sanitary fittings or
ironmongery, a more maintenance-friendly design, etc.
b) Life Cycle Cost: a building's intended lifespan will ultimately determine its real cost. It
1
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Constantin Döring, "School Construction in Yemen - a Cross-Sector and Multi-Institutional Assessment study"
SEF 1992 70-182 - funded by the Government of Germany, GET - German Education and Training GmbH,
October 2008
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would therefore be necessary to define as a benchmark not the initial investment cost, but
total "life cycle cost" over a defined period of - say - 40 years1. The picture then changes dramatically - where a higher initial investment cost may be offset by a much lower operating
and maintenance cost. In many States of the USA such analysis is mandatory (STATE of
ALASKA, 1999). If this analysis were systematically applied, it would ensure that well-intentioned donors do not fund infrastructure which - in the medium term - poses an additional
financial burden for already overstressed national budgets of developing countries: ignoring
the life-cycle cost approach in the planning of (new) educational facilities (and, of course,
also other buildings) is simply irresponsible. By building "cheap" we are unfairly offloading on
the beneficiaries a cost-burden which they simply cannot shoulder - apart from the simple
fact that they very often have neither the funds nor the mindset for maintenance!
4. Quality of Architectural Spaces: what makes a Building a School

The aspects outlined above under Section 3 (1 – 9) are purely technical and based on factual
assessments, which are scientifically absolutely undisputed.
But there are a number of other, very important benefits, which could never be realized with a
standard design. Indeed, I would consider these as being of paramount importance – and they
have to take priority even where they entail higher cost – but which, as I have shown above, they do
not have to! These deal with the essence of what is a school – and thus with those aspects which
make (or should make) a school different from a garage, a factory or a warehouse.
School is a place of learning! This is, obviously, the core function of a school. But it is also a place
(or a space) where children live, grow up, become socialized, where they are “formed” and turn
into adults.
In order to fulfill both roles satisfactorily, the classroom and the larger school have to have an
atmosphere, a feeling where children and young people “like to be”. This refers both to physical
and to mental comfort.
1. Physical Comfort

For physical comfort, the following aspects are of particular importance:
•
Security and being protected
•
Pleasant temperatures
•
Proper lighting of all rooms
•
Good ventilation and fresh air
•
Acoustics
•
Well-conceived class environment – furniture, storage space, display-areas, colours, solid
and robust finishes
•
Windows
These aspects have largely been dealt with under Section 3 above.

1

While 40 years could be considered a "normal" lifespan of a school building in a developed environment, I have seen
many donor-funded projects in developing countries which have a real life-span of certainly not more than 10 - 15
years! For LCC (Life Cycle Cost), see also Döring et al. in this volume.
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2. Mental Comfort

Mental comfort or the psychological feeling of well-being is more complex. It certainly requires
all of the items mentioned above under a). The emphasis here will, however, be on creating a
child-appropriate environment, spaces where young people can “feel” comfortable and at home.
Children often spend more than half of their waking life in a school – and it is therefore very
much a place in which they (have to) live.
Three aspects are important to consider:
1
A school has to cater for different children (age, sex, interests, performance, …)
2
School is a place of socialization
3
A school should be planned to be “fully functional” (not to be confused with “fully functioning”!)
a.) Learners have different needs

Any given school has to cater for children of different ages, normally raging from 6 years to 16
or more years. These different age-groups have widely varying different needs – from the young,
shy and homesick new learner to the rambunctious (as opposed to vandalistic) pubertarian 15 or
16 year old boy or to an equally old maturing girl-turning-woman.
The most important architectural implication of this variety is the need to create spaces of different
quality and adapted to the different age-groups:
-- Secure spaces for smaller children (pre-school, kindergarten)
-- Specialised rooms / spaces for specialized requirements (labs, teachers’ rooms, administration, library, etc.)
-- Outside areas – with a variation of sporting areas, communicative spaces, meditative areas, etc.
-- Sanitary facilities – age- and sex-specific
-- Playing areas
-- Furniture
While there will be little impact on the design of classrooms where old-fashioned frontal teaching
methods are still applied (except in respect of furniture, which has to be adapted to the different
age-groups), this will be different if, as I would strongly recommend, classrooms are designed for
flexible teaching methods. Generally speaking, however, the degree of flexibility in the layout
of classrooms is limited (except where we start considering wholly new forms of teaching and
learning, e.g. as discussed by ….).
A very interesting and useful summary of latest research findings on recommended design-principles (and negative examples!) is given by Christian Rittelmeyer, where he confirms: “International research in school design has long ago proven, that school buildings which have a positive impact
on learners encourage a constructive learning pattern and positive social behaviour, whilst buildings
which are experienced as being unpleasant or threatening will negatively impact … and frequently
lead to vandalism.”1
b.) The School as a Place for Socialisation

As mentioned above – a school is also the place where children and young people socialize, grow
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Rittelmeyer, Christian: “Baukünstler und Bildungslücken”, in DAB-Deutsches Ârchitektenblatt 03.10; see also: www.
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up and develop their inter-personal skills. This will happen mainly in the breaks between lessons
– in the corridors, the purpose-designed recreation spaces and on the playground. …
c.) Major Elements of a “Fully Functional School – FFS”

An absolutely essential element of any “good school” is the “multipurpose hall” – or the ‘heart of
the school’. This is a space which will be the focal point of any school life and needs to be flexible
and adaptable to a wide range of needs: as a place for meetings, large gatherings or presentations,
musical concerts, theatre shows, art exhibitions, examinations – or school festivities. Ideally, it
will allow for the flexible joining of different, adjacent rooms / spaces – and can also be extended
into the external (open) space.
A good multi-purpose hall should also meet the requirement of being accessible in a controlled
manner for external visitors (to concerts, presentations, events, etc.) - thereby also serving the larger
community and becoming part of its infrastructure. At the same time it could thereby serve as a
vital asset for the generation of own income for the school – to be used for maintenance, extracurricular activities, the funding of additional equipments, etc. by being let to carefully defined
non-school users, e.g. for community meetings, marriages, festivities, adult education activities,
religious services, theatre-groups, concerts, etc.
Corridors and staircases – which link all the above spaces – and which are very often the dominant
element of a school when we think back to our own schooling days. These can be either boring,
threatening – or pleasant and appealing („... those long, scaring corridors…”)!
Schoolyard / Playground: this I consider to be one of the most important – and, unfortunately,
one of the most frequently ignored / neglected – components of any school! It is no secret that
children need to play, to be active in order to physically develop. But the playground and the
school’s open spaces also need to allow for social peer interaction for the different user-groups:
•
Small children frolicking about
•
Girlie-groups and boy-groups
•
Young adults

Fig. 11: Multipurpose Hall		
(Hebron, Palestine)
		

Fig. 12: MPH as “Heart” of the new School
(both designs: Madar, Palestine; with Rechthaler + kma, Stuttgt.)
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This implies that a playground and schoolyard needs to provide for a variety of spaces with different qualities:
•
Playing areas
•
Meeting areas – which may be open, central and “under control” by supervisors
•
Quiet areas for sitting, chatting, learning (in hot areas, these should be shaded, either by trees
or artificially where children cam retreat into semi-private spaces with amole (but simple)
seating places (benches, ledges, shaped stones, …).
•
And, of course, sports fields as may be required and appropriate (especially for ball-games
such as basketball, soccer, etc.
A schoolyard should therefore have spaces of different qualities but with high human comfort levels.1
It should be noted here that such “design improvements” come mostly at a very low or zero cost…

Fig. 13: Corridors – can be long and scary

Fig. 15: Bright colours for external stairing 		
increases “ownership”				

1
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Fig. 14: … or open and welcoming.

	
  

Fig.16:Student particip. in School Gardening cases
(Design: Walter Kuoni, Nairobi)

To be avoided at all cost are large (black!) asphalted surfaces and large open spaces without shading or structure. Where
drinkling fountains are provided, they need to cater for learners of different sizes and ages and any surplus water runoff
needs to be carefully conserved and channeled to green areas.
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… they merely require qualified design input (and design time !).
5. Summary and Conclusion

I have, in the above, tried to point out the major differences between “standard design schools” and
“site-specific” individually designed schools.
I have further shown that a site-specific individually designed school will, by and large, be considerably less costly than comparable standard-design schools (available empirical evidence points
to a reduction in cost of 10 – 20%!).
Finally, I have described a range of components of a school which are important in creating a
pleasant and comfortable environment for school children, some of which, admittedly, will again
consume some of the savings referred to just now – but will thereby ensure that school becomes
an optimal learning environment.
It is important that in planning for school infrastructure in developing countries we take into
consideration all of the above and that we approach the task in a holistic manner: the challenge is
not to “manufacture” x numbers of classrooms in the shortest possible time – but rather to create
Fully Functional Schools, which can be the framework, the “house” in which children can grow,
develop and learn! This can only happen if the cost of school construction is understood as lifecycle cost and where we percieve a school building as part of a complex environment, composed
of spaces, buildings, green areas; and where such school buildings are physiologically appropriate
and suited to the specific environment.
This cannot be achieved by adopting “standard designs” or replicating “economic solutions”
throughout a country, irrespective of specific site requirements.
Afterword

In today’s world it is becoming more and more common practice that (new) buildings are graded
in terms of their overall sustainability. Currently, there are three major internationally accepted
audits with which such “sustainability audits” can be conducted:
•
BREEAM
•
LEED
•
DGNB (Deutsches Gütezeichen Nachhaltiges Bauen – German Society for Sustainable
Building)
I would strongly recommend that international and national donors should define the “products”
they are funding in terms of such audits. In other words: define the minimum requirements for
any projects or programmes funded by them in terms of one of these audits. This would be especially relevant for the new generation of Programme-based funding or SwAp-funding1 - where it
is increasingly difficult to ensure that funds are efficiently utilised.
Maybe this could become the focus of a future “Architecture & Behaviour Colloquium” !

1

SwAp – Sector-wide Approch
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